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We have completed our review and assessment of the City of Grants Pass’ Property Management Division. This
report summarizes the results of our review.
We have identified several recommendations to help service delivery, business processes, organizational
structure, and resourcing. These recommendations present an opportunity for City leadership to reevaluate its
current approach to facilities management, determine the desired outcomes of the program, and begin to
evaluate performance to identify further opportunities for improvement.
We wish to express our appreciation to the City personnel we spoke with for their cooperation and assistance
during this review.

Sincerely,

Merina+Co
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Executive Summary
Merina+Co conducted a review and assessment of the City of Grants Pass’ Property Management Division
(PMD). The review’s objectives were established by the City’s Performance Audit, Visioning, and
Enhancement (PAVE) Committee and focused on evaluating the PMD’s current approach to service
delivery, business processes, organizational structure, and resourcing in order to identify opportunities
within a five-year Operational Plan to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the Division.
To achieve the objectives, an anonymous survey was provided to all City staff, interviews were conducted
with PMD and selected City staff, and all City building s and properties were toured. To determine the
“Current State” of PMD, best practices from various industry sources were obtained1 and summarized into
five categories:
1. Management & Strategy
2. Organization & People
3. Service Delivery
4. Asset Management (AM) Fundamentals
5. Tools & Technology
The Division’s current approach as well as the City’s understanding and focus on the role of Property
Management in City-wide operations was rated on a scale of one to five, with a level five representing
organizational practices in alignment with defined criteria and best practices and focused on continued
improvement. Based on information obtained from our review, we believe the City’s current overall
position regarding property management is between Levels 1 and 2. Specific category ratings found:
1. Management & Strategy
• Level 2 - No long-term strategy but have identified the need for one
2. Organization & People
• Level 1 - Role of facilities management hasn't been determined or communicated and/or
isn't understood
3. Service Delivery
• Level 2 - Approach to service delivery is reactive; aware of the need to clarify customer
needs/expectations
4. Asset Management (AM) Fundamentals
• Level 1 - No awareness of Asset Management principles
5. Tools & Technology
• Level 1 - Tools and technology are not being used
We found that the Division is comprised of staff with a commitment and desire to deliver high-quality
facilities maintenance to the best of their ability. The portfolio of properties under their care has extensive
needs for ongoing operational and maintenance activities requiring the PMD to take a reactive
maintenance approach. Currently, limited planning and formalized maintenance is occurring.

1

Institute of Asset Management, International Organization of Standardization, International Facility Management Association,
and Institute of Workplace and Facilities Management
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The Property Management Division carries the responsibility of ensuring City assets operate as intended
and that public facilities are resilient, safe, functional, and efficient. However, we found that the PMD is
not completely meeting this role. Many of the primary responsibilities associated with facilities
management: Strategy and Planning, Asset Management, Project Management, and other responsibilities
within Building Maintenance and Operations, are not being proactively performed. Because these have not
been established as direct responsibilities or priorities, the City has not focused on preserving its assets
through a formal and comprehensive approach to facilities management (no strategic plan, no CIP, no
accounting for deferred maintenance, limited preventative maintenance, no consistent funding mechanism
for replacement, etc.).
Without a proactive approach to maintaining and preserving its assets, the City now faces extensive costs
associated with deferred maintenance. Although no specific analysis has been conducted to determine the
actual cost to the City as a result of deferred maintenance, estimates provided by the PMD for three major
systems within the Municipal Complex exceed $2.5 million and necessary replacement of Service Center
systems are estimated to be in excess of $1 million.
Preventative maintenance is considered the most effective facilities maintenance activity. However, the
PMD performs little preventative maintenance, instead focusing its resources on corrective repairs and
other non-related tasks. Best practices suggest preventative maintenance should account for 70% of a
maintenance department’s budget. The PMD currently spends approximately 13% of its current facility
maintenance hours on preventative maintenance.
We believe that the City will continue to see further degradation of its aging facilities and increased costs
associated with breakdown maintenance and emergency repairs if a more focused approach to facilities
maintenance doesn’t occur. Taking action now to take a longer-term view of facilities management in
order to allocate appropriate resources is necessary to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the
PMD and ensure the long-term stability of City-owned capital assets.
Several opportunities for improvement exist, specifically with regard to the way the PMD approaches
facilities management. However, we believe the City needs to determine what it wants the PMD to be - a
resource to provide corrective and emergency repairs (what it currently is); a property management
coordinator responsible for outsourcing facilities management responsibilities; or a more typical facilities
management function focused on preventive maintenance and asset preservation.
We believe the City should take a proactive approach to facilities maintenance to assist in the effective
care and preservation of its assets to ensure their long-term stability. This will require additional resources
and service delivery strategies. The City should also consolidate all property maintenance activities within
the PMD. This would include the maintenance of each Public Safety building.
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To assist the City in ensuring service delivery, business processes, organizational structure, and resourcing
are maximized, the following recommendations (based on overall priority level: Critical - high priority,
Necessary - medium priority, and Desirable - long-term priority) are provided. They present an opportunity
for City leadership to reevaluate the current approach to facilities management, determine the desired
outcomes of the program, and begin to evaluate performance to identify further opportunities for
improvement.
Recommendation #1 (Critical - High Priority)
The City of Grants Pass should define the mission of the Property Management Division
and establish specific expectations, roles, and responsibilities.
Recommendation #2 (Critical - High Priority)
The City of Grants Pass should:
• Add two FTE to the PMD to provide necessary preventive maintenance services to
its current properties
• Add two additional FTE to provide facilities maintenance services to the Public
Safety Department’s properties
• Pursue different service delivery strategies for downtown and undeveloped
properties
Recommendation #3 (Necessary - Medium-Priority)
The City of Grants pass should enhance communication.
Recommendation #4 (Necessary - Medium-Priority)
The City of Grants Pass should develop a Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) that incorporates
necessary Facility-related investments.
Recommendation #5 (Necessary - Medium-Priority)
The City of Grants Pass should establish formal preventive maintenance plans for each
building.
Recommendation #6 (Necessary - Medium-Priority)
The City of Grants Pass should develop formal service level agreements for PMD managed
properties.
Recommendation #7 (Necessary - Medium-Priority)
The City of Grants Pass should implement a facility condition assessment program.
Recommendation #8 (Necessary - Medium-Priority)
The City of Grants Pass should invest in developing additional competency and capabilities
of Property Management Division Staff.
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Recommendation #9 (Desirable – Long-Term Priority)
The City of Grants Pass should formalize development of an Asset Management Program
for City buildings.
Recommendation #10 (Desirable – Long-Term Priority)
The City of Grants Pass should implement a Computerized Maintenance Management
System (CMMS).
Recommendation #11 (Desirable – Long-Term Priority)
The City of Grants Pass should develop specific performance standards for PMD.
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Introduction
In February and March of 2020, Merina+Co conducted a review and assessment of the City of Grants Pass’
Property Management Division (PMD). The Division was identified for assessment through the City’s
Performance Audit, Visioning, and Enhancement (PAVE) Committee, established to promote excellence in
the City of Grants Pass by providing oversight and recommendations for Internal and External Audits and
Program Assessments.

Objectives
The objectives of this assessment were to evaluate the Property Management Division’s current approach
to service delivery, business processes, organizational structure and resourcing in order to identify
opportunities within a five-year Operational Plan to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the
Division.

Approach and Methodology
In order to achieve the defined objectives, our team compared actual operations, practices, and results
against the needs and requirements of the City and against industry best practices and peer organizations.
We formulated other measurable and realistic criteria based on our team members’ experience working
with governmental and private sector organizations as well as professional literature. The criteria used as
part of this assessment includes:
Public Accountability Criteria
There is an obligation of persons/authorities entrusted with public resources to report on the
management of such resources and answer for the fiscal, managerial, and program
responsibilities that they offer.
Efficiency, Effectiveness, and Economic Criteria
The efficiency, effectiveness, and economy of a governmental operation are inherent
responsibilities of those charged with its management. The overall "effectiveness" of an
organization is the determination of how well predetermined goals and objectives for a
particular activity or program are achieved. Effectiveness signifies the result of effort rather
than the effort itself. It is sometimes characterized as impact, results, or outcome. Efficiency
focuses on the maximization of output at minimal costs or the use of minimal input of
resources for the achievable output. Economy signifies the acquisition of resources of
appropriate quality and quantity at the lowest reasonable cost.
Legal Requirements
Any purpose or goals prescribed by law or regulation such as statutes, rules, and ordinances.
Prior Years’ Performance
A historical baseline of accomplishments, services provided, timeframes, etc., against which to
compare the results of a current program or activity.
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To gain an understanding of existing processes, we began by reviewing documentation, including:
• Organizational charts and position descriptions,
• Financial data,
• Policies and procedures,
• Timecard records,
• Contracts,
• Cost of service information,
• Lists of properties, buildings, and infrastructure, etc.
We met with the PMD staff, toured all existing City buildings and properties, and spoke with key City
stakeholders. We also solicited input through an anonymous survey sent to all City staff to gather feedback
regarding perspectives and opinions on the level of services provided, responsiveness and communication,
and opportunities for improvement.
Our initial discussions with PMD personnel provided us with an understanding of daily operations from
their perspective. This information was used to identify all activities and compare actual operations with
defined procedures and laws, rules, and regulations. Information obtained from other peer organizations
as well as industry standards such as the Institute of Asset Management (IAM), International Organization
of Standardization (ISO), the International Facility Management Association (IFMA), Institute of Workplace
and Facilities Management (IWFM) and CBRE’s CostLab were used to help identify opportunities to modify
current practices.
Quantitative and qualitative analyses were undertaken, as appropriate, to understand the issues being
addressed. The information gained during individual interviews and from other corroborative sources
provided insight into the issues, needs, and expectations surrounding the assessment and was invaluable in
reaching the conclusions and recommendations presented within this report. While not all suggestions or
concerns raised by City staff are discussed within this report, areas that the review team felt were within
the scope of this review and will be most beneficial to the City are discussed, with recommendations
provided where appropriate. In addition, we were provided with a number of specific examples by City staff
but have withheld most in order to preserve anonymity within the report.
After our preliminary review and analysis of information, we provided all initial findings to the appropriate
City representatives and finalized our findings and conclusions based on specific feedback. All information
contained within the report was reviewed with City personnel for accuracy and reasonableness.
Findings from our review of documentation, interviews and survey feedback served as a baseline for
comparisons to the specific needs of the City and industry best practices in order to identify relevant
recommendations. The limited availability of some information and data resulted in the use of various
assumptions and estimates for our analysis. Year 2019 was used for most statistical analysis, as it was the
only complete year of data available in respect to actual PMD revenue and expenses and personnel time
usage. These assumptions are described in more detail throughout the rest of the report.
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Property Management vs. Facilities Management
Although the lines between property and facility management are indistinct in many organizations,
generally, a property management function is responsible for:
• Providing a range of whole-building tasks in a leased building occupied by tenants.
• Managing leases and fulfilling the building owner’s responsibilities as identified in the lease.
• Acting as a liaison between the owner and tenants.
• Implementing tenant retention and attraction strategies.
• Helping the building owner achieve financial and asset management goals.
In municipal government specifically, the role of property management most often takes the form of a
facilities management function. Facilities management (FM) is a well-defined and internationally
recognized professional discipline that is defined as, “the practice of coordinating the physical workplace
with the people and work of the organization. It integrates the principles of business administration,
architecture, and the behavioral and engineering sciences.”2 Best practice FM delivers the following
outcomes and includes the responsibilities summarized in Table 1.
Outcomes of Best Practice Facility Management3:
• Improve quality, productivity and financial performance.
• Enhance sustainability and reduce negative environmental impact.
• Develop functional and motivating work environments.
• Maintain regulatory compliance and provide safe workplaces.
• Optimize life cycle performance and costs.
• Improve resilience and relevance.
• Project an organization’s identity and image more successfully.
Table 1: Best Practice Facility Management Responsibilities

Category

2
3

Examples of Facility Management Responsibilities

Strategy and Planning

•
•
•
•

Long-range facilities planning
Space planning
Capital Planning
Cost Analysis

Asset Management

•
•
•
•

Asset Inventory
Condition Assessments
Criticality Assessments/Risk Management
Preventative Maintenance Schedules

Customer Service

•
•
•
•

Furniture assembly/management
Office tasks (hanging pictures, etc.)
Office moves and set-up
Meeting room management

International Facility Management Association (IFMA)
Outcomes from ISO 41011:2017
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Building Maintenance and Operations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preventative maintenance
Repairs/replacements
Deferred maintenance catch-up
Custodial service
Grounds maintenance and landscaping
Energy management
Security
Utilities

Project Management

•
•
•
•

Project planning
Construction management
Procurement
Vendor/contractor management

Within a municipal facilities management division, these outcomes are typically delivered through tasks
such as:
• Managing and operating the municipalities’ portfolio of buildings.
• Maintaining building systems.
• Coordinating space use and layout.
• Facilitating moves and reconfigurations.
• Ensuring buildings and space meet the municipalities’ mission by providing a safe, comfortable
place to work.
• Keeping building equipment and infrastructure functional and efficient.
• Conducting basic troubleshooting with equipment problems to determine when an issue can
be fixed by the in-house facilities team vs. when it’s necessary to bring in a specialist.
Although the City’s function designated for maintaining its facilities is referred to as the Property
Management Division, the primary purpose and function of the Division more closely resembles the role of
a typical facilities management function. For the purposes of this assessment, the terms property
management and facilities management may be used interchangeably and should be interpreted as one in
the same.
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The City’s Property Management Division
The City’s Property Management Division (“PMD” or “Division”) is
responsible for a wide variety of tasks related to the management of Cityowned properties including:
• City-owned buildings4:
o City Hall complex (City Hall, Council Chambers, IT Office)
o Service Center
o Parks Office within Reinhart Volunteer Park
o Welcome Center
• Downtown parking lots, streetlights, and various sidewalks and
alleys
• Undeveloped property
• City-owned residential rental properties

Parks and Community
Development Director

Parks and Recreation
Superintendent

Property Management
Coordinator
(1.0 FTE)

Municipal Service
Specialist

(1.0 FTE)
The PMD has moved several times within the City’s organizational
structure and currently resides within the Parks and Community
Municipal Service
Development Department. The Property Management Coordinator
Workers
reports directly to the Parks and Recreation Superintendent (Figure 1). Its
(2.0 FTE)
four (4) full-time equivalent (FTE) staff, including a Property
Figure 1: Property Management Division
Management Coordinator, a Municipal Service Specialist, and two (2)
Organization
Municipal Service Workers provide ongoing maintenance and
operational activities as well as responding to the needs of customers in the following areas:
• General building maintenance and repairs,
• Office and/or workspace improvements,
• Meeting set-ups,
• Landscaping,
• Rough mowing and trimming,
• Management of various contracted services, and
• Set-up of downtown flower baskets, festive lights and decorations.

Staffing has remained relatively consistent over the past few years. The full-time staffing of the Division has
included four permanent positions since fiscal year 2018 as shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Property Management Division Staffing by Fiscal Year

Position
Property Management Coordinator
Municipal Service Specialist
Municipal Service Worker
Total

Full Time Equivalents (FTE)
FY2017
FY2018
FY2019
FY2020
1.0
1.0
1.0
3.0

1.0
1.0
2.0
4.0

1.0
1.0
2.0
4.0

1.0
1.0
2.0
4.0

4

Currently, the PMD does not provide property management services to the City’s water/wastewater buildings, three fire stations
or the police headquarters which has previously been leased from the County. Appendix A identifies current buildings and
properties maintained by the PMD.
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In addition to its full-time staff, the PMD has utilized part-time seasonal and temporary staff to increase
capacity. In 2019, the PMD logged 650 hours from temporary staff and an additional 1,644.5 hours by
seasonal staff.
As Figure 2 and Figure 3 indicate, the Division is funded by a combination of charges for services (per
square foot rental rates), interest, and other revenues (primarily rentals of municipal buildings, parks
shelters, and houses) with operating departments accounting for the vast majority of charges for services
revenue:
1% 6%

93%

Charges for Services

Interest

Other

Figure 2: PMD 2019 Revenue Sources
Source: Property Management Fund – Line Item Budget FY18-FY20

Contractual and personnel services consume almost 82% of the Divisions’ expenses. Janitorial and utilities
costs are responsible for over 57% of contractual services. Figure 3 details PMD’s 2019 expenses:

2.64%

2.60%

Breakout of Contractual Expenses

8.67%

6.7%

37.11%
4.2%

9.9%

16.5%

44.51%
20.2%

37.4%

4.48%
Personnel Services
Contractural Services
Capital Outlay

Operating Supplies
Charges for Services
Indirect Charges

Vehicle Lease
Janitorial

Vehicle Maint
Buildings Maint

Utilities
Other

Figure 3: PMD 2019 Expenses (Left) and Breakout of 2019 Contractual Expenses (Right)
Source: Property Management Fund – Line Item Budget FY18-FY20

Current State
To assess the City’s overall property management approach, current practices were reviewed in the
context of best practices for facilities management, asset management, service delivery, and general
organizational efficiency and effectiveness. The following assessment model (Figure 4), adapted from
sources including the Institute of Asset Management, International Organization of Standardization,
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International Facility Management Association, and Institute of Workplace and Facilities Management,
serves as a snapshot of the City’s current position with respect to best practices:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Aware of need but
have limited
practices

Beginning to
develop practices

Have established
practices but need
additional
development

Have established
successful
practices

Management
& Strategy

No long-term strategy
in place, ad-hoc
decision-making

No long-term
strategy, but have
identified the need
for one

Long-term strategy
in development to
guide decisionmaking

Long-term strategy
has been adopted
and is used to
inform decision
making

Have established
practices and
continuously reevaluate and
improve
Long-term strategy
is continually
updated, and used
to guide decisionmaking

Organization
& People

Role of facilities
management hasn't
been determined or
communicated and/or
isn't understood

Role of facilities
management has
been
communicated, but
value is unclear

Value of facilities
management is
understood and the
role and purpose
are being defined

Value of facilities
management is
understood and
incorporated as a
key service to the
City

Facilities
management is
recognized as a key
discipline within the
City

Approach to service
delivery is reactive;
Unaware of customer
needs/expectations

Approach to service
delivery is reactive;
Aware of the need
to clarify customer
needs/expectations

Approach to service
delivery is shifting
from reactive to
proactive;
Beginning to clarify
customer
needs/expectations

Approach to service
delivery is primarily
proactive;
Customer
needs/expectations
are understood

Approach to service
delivery is proactive;
Customer
needs/expectations
are formalized

Limited awareness of
AM principles

Aware of basic AM
principles but
unsure how they
should be applied

Understanding of
AM principles is
developing; Basic
principles are being
applied

AM principles are
understood and
incorporated into
facilities
management
practices

Advanced AM
principles are
understood and
incorporated

Tools and
technology are
limited and/or
outdated

Tools and
technology are
being implemented
and beginning to
improve the
approach to service
delivery

Tools and
technology are
implemented and
improve service
delivery

Tools and
technology are
implemented and
updated; Service
delivery metrics are
used to improve
performance

Service
Delivery

Asset
Management
(AM)
Fundamentals

Tools &
Technology

Tools and technology
are not being used

Figure 4: Property Management Assessment Model

Based on information obtained from our review of existing documentation, property site visits, interviews
with key stakeholders, and survey responses, the City’s current position was rated using specific criteria
established by various industry standards and best practices. Using the above framework, we believe the
City’s current position regarding property management is between Levels 1 and 2. This assessment reflects
the Division’s current approach as well as the City’s understanding and focus on the role of Property
Management in City-wide operations.
The specific findings from our review that support the ratings above are reviewed in more detailed below.
In general, we found that the Division is comprised of four dedicated and committed personnel,
responsible for a vast number of tasks and responsibilities. The portfolio of properties under their care has
extensive needs for ongoing operational and maintenance activities, each requiring time and resources,
spreading PMD’s limited capacity across a variety of areas. The wide range of responsibilities and large
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volume of work has required the PMD to take a reactive approach to the management of City properties.
Currently, limited planning and formalized maintenance is occurring.

Management and Strategy
Rating: Level 2
No long-term strategy but have identified the need for one
Best practices in property management require a proactive approach to efficiently provide a comfortable,
functional, and safe built environment. This approach requires City leadership to take a strategic view of
the City’s assets in order to make decisions informed by objective and relevant criteria.
Long-term facility strategic planning includes the identification of the necessary improvements/
investments required to achieve a city’s long-term goals, a strategic asset management plan to guide
development of an asset management program, and a capital improvement plan (CIP) to determine the
capital investments needed over the course of the next three to five years to achieve those goals. These
plans ensure that decisions are made in a rational, data-driven way to maximize the efficiency and
effectiveness of the City’s buildings over the long-term.
The City does not currently have a long-term strategy for the management, maintenance, and replacement
of its facilities. Although master/strategic plans exist for other departments (Comprehensive Community
Development Plan, Economic Development Strategic Plan, Transportation Plan, Parks and Recreation
Master Plan, Public Safety Strategic Plan, Public Works Master Plans, etc.), a formal strategy for investing in
and preserving the City’s facilities has not been developed. Without a long-term strategy, the City’s
decisions regarding maintenance, replacement, and acquisition/construction of new assets appears to be
made based on immediate need, not necessarily focused on the evaluation of the condition of its
infrastructure, its level of use, and the long-term costs of continued deterioration. The risk of facilityrelated infrastructure failures increases when the City cannot adequately invest in maintaining and
preserving the life of the component parts.
The lack of a long-term focus and strategy can have extensive negative impacts. The city is currently facing
the continued deterioration of City Hall with an uncertain plan for how to address the issues moving
forward. The current facility is size constrained with an inefficient layout, needs extensive roof repairs and
a seismic retrofit, and is overdue for replacement of the aging HVAC system. Funds originally dedicated to
pay for building upgrades and replacement have been used instead for office remodels and minor
upgrades to office spaces and have, for the most part, not addressed the major functional and operational
challenges with the building. A long-term facilities plan would answer the key question as to what the City
needs in a building long-term and would provide critical information for what improvements need to be
made, which systems need to be preserved, which are planned for replacement, and what level of
maintenance and repair is appropriate in the interim.
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Additionally, recent City decisions to invest in new facilities have been made outside the context of a Citywide approach to facilities planning and without involvement from the PMD. The Department of Public
Safety’s new Public Safety Building was constructed with no input from the PMD although the intent was
to use the Division to support the building’s operations and maintenance. No discussions regarding funding
or staffing occurred. Similarly, the plan to transition operations and maintenance of the three fire stations
has been discussed without a comprehensive analysis of the funding and staffing requirements necessary
to provide appropriate levels of service.
The PMD is primarily in charge of making decisions regarding minor maintenance and replacement of
equipment near or at failure; however, the decisions to invest in major maintenance and replacement
projects such as the seismic upgrade and roof replacement for City Hall are made at the executive level
with limited involvement from the PMD. The lack of a cohesive, city-wide approach for maintaining and
investing in facilities has resulted in:
• Extensive deferred maintenance at City Hall, the Service Center, and Welcome Center.
• Limited functionality of specific buildings (Fleet Shop, City Hall, etc.), including:
o Undersized bay doors for Fleet Shop,
o Inadequate restroom facilities in the Fleet shop,
o Space constraints and ineffective layout of City Hall,
o Lack of storage and workspace for PMD staff,
o Ineffective HVAC system at City Hall,
o Limited roof tie-offs at City Hall,
o Undersized crawl space access at Service Center Building A,
o Inadequate ventilation at Service Center Building D,
o City Hall electrical panel near water line, and
o Multiple security/access systems.
• No long-term facilities replacement fund.
• Reactive approach to facilities management and maintenance.

Summary
The lack of a long-term focus and formal strategy associated with facilities management coupled with
the limited involvement of the PMD in facilities decisions resulted in a rating of Level 2.

Organization and People
Rating: Level 1
Role of facilities management hasn't been determined or communicated and/or isn't
understood
Execution of critical facilities management functions relies on the ability of PMD staff to deliver the
necessary services as well as the City’s overall understanding of the specific role the Division is intended to
fulfill.
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Roles and Responsibilities
The roles and responsibilities of the PMD have largely been defined by immediate need or by the Division
itself. Over time, the Division has become a “catch-all” for a wide variety of responsibilities without clear
criteria for prioritization of time and resources. Some operations performed by the Division are consistent
with typical facilities management functions - general building maintenance and repairs, management of
contracted services, and coordinating scheduled maintenance. However, the Division has been excluded
from other tasks that are usual responsibilities of facilities management - management of design,
construction, and maintenance of buildings, coordination/management of office remodels, and serving as a
strategic partner in City-wide decisions providing technical expertise and perspective required to make
informed decisions regarding maintenance and preservation of City’s assets.
Additionally, the PMD has assumed responsibility for a variety of tasks and properties that are usually
provided by other municipal functions as shown in Table 3. These roles include:
Table 3: Non-Typical Property Management Tasks

Task

Typical Responsible Party

Street Light Maintenance

Transportation Maintenance/Streets
Department
Contractor, Downtown Association, etc.
Downtown Association, Chamber of Commerce

Downtown Parking Lot Maintenance
Downtown Flower Baskets, Festive
Lights, and Decorations
Rough Mowing of Vacant Lands
Residential Rental Management

Parks Department and/or Natural Areas
Department
Private Owners, Property Management
Company

Interviews and survey responses also identified differing views of what is expected of the Division
(including its ultimate purpose) as well as what services should be provided. The lack of a clearly defined
role within City operations has contributed to:
• Shifting priorities and ad-hoc allocation of time and resources.
• Reduced time to manage critical facility management tasks.
• Reactive approach to operations and maintenance.
• Inability to accurately forecast workload and develop a resourcing plan.
• Confusion regarding the purpose of the Division, services provided, and expectations.

Communication
Effective communication is imperative to a high functioning organization. Communication is needed to
increase efficiency, satisfy customers, improve quality, and create/deliver innovative products and services.
To successfully manage the City’s varied portfolio of facilities, City leadership, the PMD, and City customers
must communicate essential information to achieve defined goals and objectives.
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Conversations with PMD customers and survey results indicated that communication with the Division is
limited and has resulted in questions regarding status of requests, confusion over the process for
requesting service, delays in responsiveness, and, in some cases, strained relationships. Because the City
currently has no formal request process and/or workorder management system, the primary means for
requesting service are through email, phone calls, or direct conversations as illustrated in Figure 5:

How do you typically request service?
Other

4%

Direct Conversation

47%

Phone Call

61%

Email

94%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

% of responses (49)
Figure 5: Typical Means for Requesting Service
Source: Response to Merina+Co anonymous survey of PMD customers

After requests for service are submitted, follow-up communication from the PMD is minimal due to a
variety of factors including unclear roles and responsibilities for communication within the PMD, workload,
lack of systematic process for tracking service requests, etc. Customers often do not know when their
request is scheduled to be completed, how long it may take, or even confirmation of whether their request
was actually received. In total, 61% of survey respondents rated the level of communication with the PMD
as very poor to fair.

Summary
A limited customer understanding of the roles and responsibilities of the PMD, the assumed
responsibility of tasks typically performed by other functions, and opportunities for improved
communication resulted in a rating of Level 1.

Service Delivery
Rating: Level 2
Approach to service delivery is reactive; aware of the need to clarify customer
needs/expectations
For the purposes of this review, service delivery was evaluated in terms of the Division’s ability to meet the
needs and expectations of its customers versus the rates charged for services and the capability of the
Division to provide a level of maintenance and repair in line with industry standards and best practices.
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Each department occupying space within a building managed by the Division pays for service through a
rental charge assessed on a cost per square foot basis. The basic services (both in-house and outsourced)
for each facility are described in Table 4.
Table 4: Services Provided to City-Owned Buildings

Property
Municipal
Complex,
Service Center
(Yard) and Parks
Building

Residential
Rentals

Public Safety
Buildings

Current Service Provided
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outsourced Services

Minor office tasks (hang
pictures, change light bulbs,
adjust desks, etc.)
Routine repairs/fixes
HVAC filter changes
Landscaping
Coordinate/execute office
remodels
Coordinate contractors
Remodels
Office moves
Furniture install
Meeting set-up
Minor maintenance
Landlord duties
Limited services to-date

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Janitorial service
HVAC servicing
Boiler maintenance
Major plumbing work
Major electrical work
Roof repair
Major office renovations

•

Major maintenance/ repairs as needed

Public Safety Department has managed their own
buildings

In addition to the services provided to city-owned buildings, the Division provides services to the
downtown areas and undeveloped properties as shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Services Provided to Downtown Areas and Undeveloped Properties

Property
Downtown Areas

Current Service Provided
•
•
•
•
•
•

Welcome Center

Undeveloped
Properties

•
•
•
•
•

Streetlight
maintenance, bulb
replacements
Flower basket
installation and
watering
Festive lights and
decorations
Parking lot landscaping
and maintenance
Alley beautification and
maintenance
Minor sidewalk
maintenance and
repair, as needed
Minor maintenance
Repair and
maintenance of public
restrooms
Landscaping
Rough mowing
Weed eating

Outsourced Services

•

Limited outsourcing, currently

•

Major maintenance/repairs as needed

•

Have utilized volunteer crews for weed eating on
occasion

Services provided have evolved over time without a clear process for defining expectations for service
delivery and understanding resource needs and limitations. They are based on a combination of the
needs/expectations of customers through requests for service as well as the Division’s own understanding
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of the services and tasks required. As a result of the need to balance customer expectations, maintenance
and repair of a vast portfolio of properties, and limited resources, the Division’s current approach to
service delivery is primarily reactive.
The decision to outsource specific tasks due to required expertise and time availability has supplemented
the Division’s ability to deliver the services above; however, the limited availability of contractors and
vendors for some tasks has resulted in previously outsourced responsibilities (downtown flower baskets,
for example) coming back to the PMD. Similarly, the addition of new responsibilities over time has required
the Division to react and adapt their approach to resource allocation to accommodate the expanded list of
responsibilities. The Division’s limited resources continue to be spread across a wide variety of
responsibilities, limiting their ability to provide a high level of service to all customers and properties.

Service Expectations
There are currently no service level agreements (SLAs) in place to establish clear expectation for service
delivery and the charges for those services. Without SLAs, there is not a consistent understanding among
customers and stakeholders of the types of services offered, and included, in the rental charges as well as
clear expectations for responsiveness, prioritization, and completion timelines. The result is that City
customers have mixed perspectives on whether the PMD is providing adequate levels of service.
The following charts (Figure 6 and Figure 7) illustrate some of the feedback received as part of the PMD
customer survey. Of the 72 employees who responded, 49 indicated that they have requested service from
the PMD within the last two to three years. The vast majority of those requests focused on the need for
minor office tasks such as hanging pictures, changing light bulbs, etc. as well as routine maintenance tasks
such as painting walls and replacing ceiling tiles.

Over the past 2-3 years, which types of services
have you requested?
Other

16%

Major Projects

29%

Emergency Maintenance Tasks

45%

Routine Maintenance Tasks

69%

Minor Office Tasks

84%
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
% of responses (49)

Figure 6: Types of Services Requested

Of the customers who have requested service, feedback regarding the responsiveness, timeliness, and
quality of maintenance and repair services indicate that the general perceptions of the Division’s level of
service are primarily fair to good. Twenty-nine percent of responses report the quality of maintenance and
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repair services as excellent. Some of the most common feedback regarding opportunities for improvement
focused on the need for enhanced responsiveness and timeliness of services, potentially through the use of
a “ticket” system.

Rate the level of service in the following areas:
Responsiveness of the PMD

16%

Timeliness of maintenance and repair services

35%

10% 41%

Quality of maintenance and repair services

29%
0%

Excellent

31%

Good

Fair

12% 6%

25%

43%

14%

14%

20%

40%

Poor

Very Poor

60%

80%

6%

8%
2%
100%

N/A

Figure 7: Level of Service Received

In general, the feedback from the survey and conversations with customers indicates that the Division is
providing good or better service for the tasks that they perform

Service “Costs”
As mentioned previously, the PMD is funded primarily by charges for service with operating departments
accounting for over 90% of all revenue. The majority of these charges are in the form of rental rates
charged per square foot (SF) of occupied space in a City-owned facility. The Division’s revenue by
source/location for fiscal year 2019 is shown in Figure 8Error! Reference source not found..

13.03%
17.54%

1.28%

43.52%

20.55%

3.93%

Municipal Bldg

Parks

Tourism

Downtown

City Yard

Other

Figure 8: Property Management Division Revenue by Source/Location

The PMD determines rental rates on an “in arrears” basis. That is, rental rates are calculated annually
based on the past years’ expenditures associated with the facility. The PMD’s current rental rates charged
for City Hall, the Service Center and Parks offices are summarized below in Table 6.
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Table 6: Fiscal Year 2020 PMD Rental Rates

Building

Type

Annual Rate

City Hall
Service Center/Parks
Service Center/Parks
Service Center/Parks

Office Space
Office/Crew Quarter Space
Covered Large Vehicle Storage
Heated Storage, Shops/ Secure storage

$20.64/SF
$19.20/SF
$6.36/SF
$8.52/SF

Service Center/Parks
Service Center/Parks
Service Center/Parks
Service Center/Parks
Service Center/Parks
Service Center/Parks

Open Storage Bay
Enclosed Storage Buildings
Old Covered Sheds
Vehicle/Trailer Parking Space
Large Vehicle/Trailer Parking Space
Open Storage Area (per 100 SF)

$6.24/SF
$7.08/SF
$2.64/SF
$102.00/Space
$264.00/Space
$62.40/100 SF

Rental rates account for the labor, materials, and operational costs required to effectively manage a
facility. Table 7 identifies industry benchmark data for the recommended 30-year annualized average
spending for comprehensive maintenance and operations of different building types similar to those in the
City’s portfolio. These costs are based on industry averages, adjusted for region (data based on Medford,
OR cost rates), and represent a benchmark for comparison purposes. The cost figures represent the total
cost to provide industry-recommended maintenance and operations activities, including:
• Maintenance and repair:
o Preventative maintenance (PM)
o Unscheduled maintenance
o Repair and replacement of building systems and equipment
• Operations:
o Custodial service
o Grounds and associated road maintenance
o Pest control
o Refuse management
o Security
o Telecommunications and utilities, etc.
• Recapitalization of assets related to:
o Changes in use or function
o Modernization
o Code compliance, etc.
These cost benchmarks do not account for other, customer-driven services that the PMD is providing such
as aesthetic office remodels/renovations, minor offices tasks (hanging pictures, painting walls, meeting setup, etc.).
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Table 7: Maintenance and Operations Cost Benchmarks (per SF) for Typical Buildings

Building Type
Municipal Building
Visitor Center
Maintenance Shop
Call Center
Fire Station
Warehouse, Non-Temperature Controlled
Warehouse, Temperature Controlled

Total O&M Cost per SF
$14.58
$14.42
$15.78
$18.67
$16.44
$6.77
$9.63

For a direct rental rate comparison, the Oregon Department of Administrative Services (DAS) establishes
uniform rent rates for state buildings leased throughout the state that include services such as building
maintenance, custodial, recapitalization fund, utilities, debt services, building security, recycling,
landscaping and administrative overhead. These rates for the 2019-2021 biennium are summarized in
Table 8 below:
Table 8: Oregon Department of Administrative Services (DAS) Uniform Rental Rate (2019-2021)

DAS Building Type

Monthly Rate5

Annual Rate

Basic Office
Storage

$1.55 / SF
$0.50 / SF

$18.60 / SF
$6.00 / SF

When compared with industry benchmark costs for operations and maintenance and the State’s uniform
rental rates, the PMD’s rental rates are within the expected range.

Summary
The PMD primarily reacts to service through its response to unscheduled or emergency needs. No
existence of service level agreements makes it difficult to define specific expectations. As a result, the
PMD received a rating of Level 2.

Asset Management Fundamentals
Rating: Level 1
No awareness of Asset Management principles
There is growing recognition across all industries of the importance of a coordinated asset management
program in the context of managing physical property assets such as buildings and major building-related
assets. The International Organization of Standardization (ISO) launched an international standard for asset
management in 2014 called the ISO 55000 series. ISO defines asset management as:
“the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from assets”, where, an
asset is an “item, thing or entity that has potential or actual value to an
organization.” 6
5
6

From the 2019-2021 Pricelist for DAS Enterprise Asset Management Services
ISO 55000
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A well-defined and strategic approach to asset management ensures:
• Assets are safe, reliable and compliant,
• Decisions are made based on accurate and up to date data and in alignment with overall agency
priorities, and
• Lifecycle costs can be predicted and reduced.
For municipal property management functions, the asset management framework provides the basis for
managing some of an organization’s most valuable assets: buildings, building components, and major
equipment. In the City of Grants Pass, these buildings represent millions of dollars in replacement costs as
well as the ability for City employees to deliver key services. The services provided by staff working within
City buildings include:
• Emergency dispatch and response.
• Water/wastewater infrastructure management and maintenance.
• Street management/maintenance.
• Parks operations and maintenance.
• Community/Economic development.
• Engineering and planning.
• Plan review, permits, and inspections.
• Code compliance.
• Utilities, etc.
Based on our assessment, the City’s current approach to facilities management does not appear to focus
on the core asset management principles. Failures associated with buildings that are not proactively
managed or are insufficient to meet the needs of its occupants, present risks to the City’s ability to deliver
these services during normal operations and/or during times of critical need (natural disasters, public
safety/health events, etc.). In municipal property management, a successful asset management program
allows organizations to make objective and data-driven decisions and is characterized by the ability of the
organization to answer the questions below in Table 9.
Table 9: Asset Management Fundamentals for Property Management

Asset Management Questions

Best Practices

1. What are the City’s property related assets?

Asset Inventory
City has policies, procedures, and standards in place
to ensure there a complete and up-to-date inventory
of building related assets with key information.
Asset Condition
City has a formal process for rating, and monitoring,
the condition of assets.
Asset Criticality
City has established criteria for assessing the criticality
of its assets. Criticality is based on risk to the City’s
operations.

2. What condition are these assets in?

3. How critical are the assets to the City’s
operations?
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4. What level of service does the City need to
provide to maintain operation of critical assets?

5. What resources will it take to maintain operation
of critical assets?

Maintenance and Repair Strategy
City has a proactive maintenance and repair strategy
based on an assessment of asset condition and
criticality. Decisions are made to prioritize proactive
maintenance for the most critical assets.
Maintenance, Repair and Replacement Funding
City has comprehensive preventative maintenance
schedules and a capital improvement plan (CIP) in
place to forecast maintenance and replacement costs
for all assets. Funding is allocated accordingly.

Asset Inventory
The basis of an asset management program is the availability of complete, reliable data. This includes
information for property-related assets such as the age, make and model, serial number, description,
identification number, and maintenance history for all building systems and major components. Without
this complete inventory of building assets, the approach to maintenance is ad-hoc and lacks complete
information necessary to make informed maintenance and replacement decisions. The City does not
currently have a detailed inventory of all property related assets.

Asset Condition
Although the PMD is aware of the current deficiencies within the City’s buildings, the City does not have a
formal program for assessing and monitoring the condition of property related assets. Facility condition
assessments (FCAs) are not performed and routine inspections of facilities are informal and
undocumented.

Asset Criticality
Asset criticality is a risk-based measure of the overall importance of an asset based on two factors: (1) the
probability of failure based on asset condition and (2) the impact of asset failure. The City does not
perform risk-based assessments on the probability and/or impact of failure for key building assets to
prioritize maintenance tasks, determine the most effective maintenance strategy, and allocate resources.

Maintenance and Repair Strategy
Currently, the City’s approach to building maintenance and repair is primarily reactive. Based on the
current resource allocation strategy, the tasks required to preserve the City’s property related assets are
not being accomplished for each facility. These tasks include:
•

•

Planned Maintenance:
o Preventative maintenance (PM): scheduled tasks that maintain and preserve the
functionality of an asset over its lifespan.
o Renewal and replacement tasks: Major overhauls and/or replacement of building systems
or components that are at the end of their useful life.
Recapitalization: Upgrades to buildings and building-systems to address changing business needs,
functionality issues, replacements due to obsolescence, etc.
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Table 10 provides examples of preventative maintenance tasks associated with typical building systems.
Table 10: Examples of Preventative Maintenance Tasks

Building System

Component

Whole Building
Building Exterior

Siding

Building Interior

Overhead doors
Doors
Sidewalk
Parking Lots
Roof
Gutters, downspouts,
roof drains
Interior surfaces

Plumbing

HVAC

Water Heater
Eye wash stations
Fixtures
Package Units

Exhaust fans
Boiler

Fire Protection

Sprinkler Systems
Fire Extinguishers
Alarm

Electrical

Generator

Switchboards
Panels
Transfer switch
Uninterruptible Power
Supply
Lighting

Example Preventative Maintenance Tasks
Annual Facility Condition Assessment
Routine inspection
Cleanings, repairs, caulking and painting
Seasonal winterization
Semi-annual door inspections and lubrication
Routine inspection of locks and access system
Routine repairs, cleaning, and moss removal
Periodic re-striping, resealing of asphalt
Semi-annual inspection, cleaning, and minor repairs
Monthly inspections
Semi-annual cleaning
Routine inspection, cleaning, replacement of worn carpet,
ceiling tiles, paint
Semi-annual inspection, cleaning, and maintenance
Quarterly inspection, cleaning, and testing
Routine inspections, tests, and cleaning
Quarterly, semi-annual, annual testing, inspections, cleaning,
lubrication, component repairs, etc.
Monthly filter changes
Semi-annual inspection, cleaning, and lubrication
Daily inspection, blowdowns
Monthly inspection and cleaning,
Semiannual maintenance, and annual inspection and
comprehensive maintenance
Monthly, quarterly, semi-annual, annual inspection, tests,
lubrication, repairs
Monthly inspections
Monthly, quarterly, semi-annual, annual tests and
inspections
Annual inspections
Annual inspections
Monthly, quarterly, semi-annual, annual test, inspection
Monthly, quarterly, annual tests, inspections and component
replacement
Routine lighting checks, bulb and fixture replacements
Monthly, quarterly, annual inspection, tests, fuel/oil level
check, component replacement, cleaning, etc.

When these activities are not accomplished, facilities begin to accumulate deferred maintenance - key
maintenance tasks, renewal, and replacement activities that are not been completed. Deferred
maintenance results in poor building performance and leads to increased lifecycle costs and risk of failure.
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Maintenance, Repair, and Replacement Funding
To maintain facilities at an acceptable level, industry standards recommend budgeting for maintenance
and repair at two to four percent of the cost to replace the facility. This funding should be dedicated to
performing ongoing preventative maintenance, addressing unscheduled maintenance issues, and
repairing/replacing assets at or near the end of their useful life. Based on our evaluation, the City currently
does not specifically budget for these maintenance and repair tasks.
With respect to the work activity performed by the PMD at the City-owned buildings, we found that
corrective repairs and minor office tasks account for a large majority of the work performed. Some isolated
preventative maintenance occurs for select systems such as changing filters for HVAC systems, but the vast
majority of work performed is reactive. The City does not track staff hours or maintenance expenditures by
maintenance activity so it is difficult to determine the exact ratio of time and resources spent proactively
vs. reactively.
As a result of the reactive nature of facilities maintenance activities in addition to the numerous
responsibilities outside of City-owned buildings, the PMD is unable to perform the necessary preventative
maintenance to prevent performance failures and ensure that the City’s facilities actually achieve their
expected service life. The limited amount of preventative maintenance increases the chance of asset
failures, resulting in increased costs and the potential for extensive and avoidable damage to the facility.
The City does not have an adequate forecast of the operations and maintenance costs and replacement
costs associated with preserving each facility. Preventative maintenance schedules for each major building
system and piece of equipment should be documented, showing the frequency, type, cost and labor hours
associated with all of the annual preventative maintenance tasks required to preserve an asset. In addition,
a forecast of equipment replacements should be projected out based on factors such as equipment age,
condition, remaining service life, etc.
The City has established a Municipal Building and Land Fund to account for building upgrades and
replacements for the City Hall complex. However, the PMD does not have the authority to authorize
expenditures from this fund. The fund has been used to pay for projects out of the scope of major
renovation projects and for office remodels and reorganizations at City Hall. One major need, an HVAC
upgrade, has been budgeted for FY ‘20 and is estimated to require most of the available resources in the
Fund.
Additionally, the City has recognized the need for the building or acquiring a new Fleet Maintenance
Facility. Although an estimated cost has been established, no funding source has been identified. Other
needs at the Service Center (Yard) or other City-owned buildings have not been identified as future capital
projects.
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Summary
The City’s current approach to facilities management does not focus on core asset management
principles which can result in buildings not meeting the needs of its occupants and present risks to the
City’s ability to deliver these services during normal operations and/or during times of critical need. As
a result, a rating of Level 1 was determined.

Tools and Technology
Rating: Level 1
Tools and technology are not being used
The technology available to the PMD is currently limited. No work order management system or
Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS) exists which limits the ability of PMD to
automate the tracking of work order requests, asset information, maintenance history, etc.
When possible, the PMD uses a calendar to schedule weekly maintenance activities; however, scheduled
tasks are often sidetracked due to a variety of competing demand requests from customers and/or the
need to respond to necessary repairs.
For customers, the process for requesting service is informal. The majority of requests come through
channels such as email, phone calls, or in-person communication. Without a system, there is limited
tracking and follow-up by the PMD for outstanding requests. The majority of staff interviewed as part of
this assessment, voiced the need for a “ticket system” to request and track the status of outstanding
requests.
Maintenance history and information regarding labor and equipment costs are tracked inconsistently
which limits the ability of the Division to accurately report on and predict future expenditures.

Summary
The lack of a work order management system or Computerized Maintenance Management System
(CMMS) and limited management information resulted in a rating of Level 1.

Recommendations
The Property Management Division carries the responsibility of ensuring City assets operate as intended
and that public facilities are resilient, safe, functional, and efficient. During our review, we found staff with
a desire to deliver high-quality facilities maintenance to the best of their ability. However, we also found
that the PMD is not completely meeting its identified role to “manage and improve City buildings and
properties, infrastructure, and vacant lands in a manner which strives for safety, excellence, efficiency,
aesthetics, and sustainability” and to provide “building improvements & renovations, office improvements,
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meeting set-ups, storage, work space improvements, janitorial services, grounds maintenance, and
utilities”7.
To assist the PMD in meeting its defined mission and to ensure help ensure service delivery, business
processes, organizational structure, and resourcing are maximized, the following recommendations (based
on overall priority level: Critical - high priority, Necessary - medium priority, and Desirable - long-term
priority) are provided. They present an opportunity for City leadership to reevaluate the current approach
to facilities management, determine the desired outcomes of the program, and begin to evaluate
performance to identify further opportunities for improvement.
Differing opportunities exist to move the PMD along the maturity scale depending on the level of service
the city desires. We believe the City should take a proactive approach to facilities maintenance to assist in
the effective care and preservation of its assets ensure their long-term stability. This will require additional
resources and service delivery strategies. The City should also consolidate all property maintenance
activities within the PMD. This would include the maintenance of each Public Safety building.
The recommendations below outline the steps that should be taken to move towards a proactive approach
to facilities management. Regardless of whether the City decides to move towards this recommended
approach, there are specific changes that should occur within the PMD. At the minimum, improved
communication, the development of a Capital Improvement Plan (CIP), the establishment of Service Level
Agreements, the creation of formal preventive maintenance plans for each building, implementation of a
work order process and/or system, and the development of additional competency and capabilities of
Property Management Division Staff should occur.
The following detail each of our recommendations.

Current PMD Focus and Strategy
Recommendation #1 (Critical - High Priority)
The City of Grants Pass should define the mission of the Property Management
Division and establish specific expectations, roles, and responsibilities.
Most customers of the PMD currently view the Division as a provider of minor office tasks, routine
maintenance, and downtown area care. Very few believe, nor understand, the role of the PMD in
preserving City’s assets through the additional responsibilities of a facilities management function: Strategy
and Planning, Asset Management, Project Management, and other responsibilities within Building
Maintenance and Operations. Because these have not been established as direct responsibilities or
priorities, the City has not focused on preserving its assets through a formal and comprehensive approach

7

PMD Mission statement from City of Grants Pass Adopted Operating & Capital Budget - FY 2020
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to facilities management (no strategic plan, no CIP, no accounting for deferred maintenance, limited
preventative maintenance, no consistent funding mechanism for replacement, etc.).
Owning facilities requires ongoing maintenance which generally includes three primary interconnected
activities: Preventative maintenance (scheduled, routine, and recurring maintenance to prevent
breakdowns and mitigate deterioration), repair and replacements (work required to correct a nonemergency deficiency and replace assets at the end of their life), and unscheduled maintenance (work
performed to immediately correct a problem that poses a threat to building security, functionality or public
safety).
Achieving the “correct” balance between these activities is a key factor in an effective and efficient facility
maintenance program. In general, a proactive, comprehensive facilities maintenance operation allows
organizations to better manage costs by minimizing expensive emergency repairs and unplanned
shutdowns. A successful maintenance program also helps organizations provide better services to
customers and cleaner, safer working conditions to employees. As stewards of public assets, a formal
approach ensures accountability to taxpayers.
A successful maintenance program also takes a proactive approach. Postponing overdue maintenance on
almost every type of public asset is common throughout the country. Most governments do not have the
funds to address maintenance needs. However, the risk of infrastructure failures increases when an
organization cannot adequately invest in proactively maintaining and preserving the life of the component
parts. Postponing maintenance preserves current expenditure levels but neglecting it for long periods of
time results in negative long-term financial impacts as public assets deteriorate and lose value.
Maintenance problems get worse quickly and the cost of repair escalates.
As part of this review, a high-level assessment of major buildings systems was conducted to illustrate the
magnitude of deferred maintenance and need for preventative maintenance of the City’s building
portfolio. The observed deficiencies are shown in Table 11 below.
Table 11: Observed Deferred Maintenance

Building

Building System

Deferred Maintenance Item

City Hall

Structure
Roof System
HVAC
Exterior Enclosure
Fire Protection
Grounds
Exterior Doors
Structure
Interior Finishes
Exterior Enclosure
Exterior Enclosure
Ceiling
Fire Protection

Seismic Upgrade
Replacement
Replacement
Significant leakage, water intrusion, and energy loss
No sprinkler/fire protection system in place
Asphalt repair/replacement, vehicle washing area
Bay doors undersized
Wood rot, structural repairs, safety
Repairs/replacements of interior surfaces
Siding Repair/Replacement
Paint
Water damage/ceiling tile replacement
Missing/inactive fire protection system

Service Center
Service Center – Fleet
Service Center – Storage
Service Center – Building A
Welcome Center
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Parks Crew Quarters

Redwood and Parkway Fire
Station

Hillcrest Fire Station

Exterior Doors
Fire Protection
HVAC
Exterior Enclosure
Interior Finishes
Fire Protection
Interior Finishes

Plumbing/Electrical
Fire Protection

Garage door service needed
No fire protection
Service needed
Fading paint, worn siding
Worn paint, carpet, ceiling tiles
Wet fire protection system in IT room, sprinkler
testing/servicing
Worn paint, carpet, walls, and floor surfaces;
insufficient living spaces including sleep quarters,
kitchen; No female restroom, etc.
Aging systems
Testing/servicing

Although no specific analysis has been conducted to determine the actual cost to the City as a result of
deferred maintenance, estimates provided by the PMD for three major systems within the Municipal
Complex (roof, HVAC, and seismic upgrades) exceed $2.5 million. In addition, necessary replacement of
Service Center systems (asphalt rehabilitation/reconstruction, storage shed “chicken coop” structural
rehabilitation, functionality improvements) are estimated to be in excess of $1 million.
Deferring maintenance also has an additional consequence. Credit rating agencies are beginning to
penalize cities, counties, universities and states because of deferred maintenance. Although there is no
standard practice for defining, measuring, and reporting deferred maintenance, credit ratings agencies
have begun to focus on deferred maintenance in reviews of municipal debt levels. They book it as debt and
add interest rates for every year that it continues. This extends debt totals higher and could have a
negative impact on an organization’s credit rating.
Preventative maintenance is considered the most effective facilities maintenance activity. However, the
PMD performs little preventative maintenance, instead focusing its resources on corrective repairs and
other non-related tasks. Best practices8 suggest preventative maintenance should account for 70% of a
maintenance department’s budget to adequately maintain facilities in a proactive manner. When
corrective repairs consume 30% or more of the available resources, there are insufficient resources
devoted to facilities maintenance. Although the PMD does not specifically track hours by category
(preventative vs. unscheduled maintenance), our review of 2019 time sheets and conversations with PMD
personnel, indicated that approximately 13% of current facility maintenance hours are allocated to
preventative maintenance.
Several opportunities for improvement, specifically with regard to the way the PMD approaches facilities
management exist. However, the expectations of the Division must be defined by City leadership and the
degree to which it should be focused on the preservation of its assets. The City has not determined the
desired level at which its facilities should be maintained nor budgeted for facilities maintenance

8

Stanford, Herbert W (citing National Research Council). 2010. Effective Building Maintenance: Protection of Capital Assets. The
Fairmont Press, Inc.: Lilburn, Georgia
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accordingly. There is a lack of clarity in the expectations of the PMD which reduces efficiency and efficacy
of facilities maintenance. The question that must be answered is:
What does the City want the PMD to be – a resource to provide corrective and emergency repairs
(what it currently is); a property management coordinator responsible for outsourcing facilities
management responsibilities; or a more typical facilities management function focused on
preventive maintenance and asset preservation?
We believe that the City will continue to see further degradation of its aging facilities and increased costs
associated with breakdown maintenance and emergency repairs if a more focused approach to facilities
maintenance doesn’t occur. Taking action now to take a longer-term view of facilities management in
order to allocate appropriate resources is necessary to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the
PMD and ensure the long-term stability of City-owned capital assets.
The City should specifically define the mission of the PMD to provide clarity to the Division and the City
regarding its primary purpose, value to the City, and role in achieving the overarching goals and objectives
for the City. The mission statement should:
• emphasize the Division’s responsibility for preserving the City’s assets,
• reinforce the Division’s role as the City’s strategic partner for managing facility-related
infrastructure, and
• describe, in general, the services provided.
After defining the PMD’s mission, the City should formally establish the roles and responsibilities of the
Division. The roles and responsibilities should clearly demonstrate what the Division is responsible for as
well as what it is not responsible for. This exercise also should be conducted in parallel with an analysis of
the resources available versus the resource required to provide specific services and fulfill each
responsibility (See Recommendation 2).
At minimum, the role of the PMD must include the following key responsibilities:
• Strategic Partner
The PMD is a strategic partner in achieving the City’s core organizational goals and objectives
through the preservation and operation of the City’s properties and buildings. The PMD must be
included as a partner in executive level strategy and decision-making as it relates to the investment
in and operation of the City’s buildings moving forward.
•

Ongoing Maintenance
Scheduled, unscheduled, emergency, and daily ongoing repair and maintenance accomplished
through two main processes:
1. Preventive Maintenance Program
Any maintenance activity, such as an inspection, servicing or replacement, that's
performed as part of a scheduled plan, rather than as a response to a breakdown.
Scheduled inspection should include various systems such as:
• Lighting
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• Safety
• HVAC
• Plumbing
• Building Interior
• Building Exterior
2. Work order driven responses
Activities identified through specific customer requests such as: patching and painting
building interiors; re-lamping lights; moving furniture; set-up and take-down for functions
at City Hall; minor plumbing repairs and sewer service; sanitizing areas; and monitoring
smoke detectors and fire extinguishers, etc.
•

Major Repair
Facilitating major repair or replacement of an existing building component designed to increase
the life of the facility including roofs, HVAC equipment, electrical, and other major structural
repairs.

•

New Projects or Installations
Major new installations or remodeling including remodeling offices to accommodate
reorganization, new security systems, enhancements to HVAC, electrical or plumbing or items that
require replacement before scheduled replacement, and any building construction.

PMD Staffing, Service Levels, and Rental Rates
Recommendation #2 (Critical - High Priority)
The City of Grants Pass should:
• Add two FTE to the PMD to provide necessary preventive maintenance
services to its current properties
• Add two additional FTE to provide facilities maintenance services to the
Public Safety Department’s properties
• Pursue different service delivery strategies for downtown and
undeveloped properties
The City’s current rate structure is intended to directly charge customers for services received. However,
there are concerns regarding whether customers paying these rental rates are receiving the benefit of
best-practice maintenance, repair, and recapitalization services expected in exchange for the rates
charged. There is a disparity between the rental rates charged versus the service hours received.
The PMD (either directly or indirectly) has been primarily charged with a focus on select responsibilities
within two of the five primary facilities management categories along with a variety of other tasks:
Customer Service
• Furniture assembly/management
• Office tasks (hanging pictures, etc.)
• Office moves and set-up
• Meeting room management
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Building Maintenance and Operations
• Preventative maintenance (Limited)
• Repairs/replacements (As necessary)
• Grounds management
• Energy management (Limited)
• Management of various contracted services
Other
• Rough mowing and trimming of undeveloped/managed properties
• Downtown parking lot management
• Set-up of downtown flower baskets, festive lights and decorations
Although some basic maintenance tasks are being accomplished through outsourced contracts (HVAC
service), the majority of services provided to City Hall and the Service Center are reactive maintenance and
general operational tasks. Available hours have been allocated to these tasks in lieu of a focus on
preventative maintenance, scheduled replacements, and recapitalization of aging facilities.
In 2019, the PMD’s four FTE and additional temporary staff provided almost 10,000 hours9 of maintenance
activities to the City’s various buildings, land, and other assets. Table 12 provides a breakdown of these
hours by general location:
Table 12: PMD Hours by General Location

Area
Downtown
City Hall
Service Center
Undeveloped Properties
General PMD Administration
Welcome Center
Annex Buildings
Other
Total

Hours
4,019.50
2,408.50
490.00
1,289.50
1,481.50
198.00
20.50
20.50
9,928.00

As stated previously, the vast majority of the Division’s funding is received from two facilities (56% from
City Hall, 18% from Service Center), yet the total number of hours spent by the Division on these facilities is
less than 30% (24% City Hall, 5% Service Center).10 Most of the PMD’s hours are either focused on
downtown-oriented activities (40%), mowing for undeveloped properties (13%), or general administration
(15% - includes time for meetings, time entry, purchase card administration, budgeting, etc.). Additionally,
in 2019, the Downtown budget directly paid for 2,912 hours (1.6 FTE) but received 4,019 hours of service.
The variance of over 1,300 hours (.72 FTE), paid for by other departments, were hours that were
unavailable for preventative maintenance activities at City-owned buildings.

9

2019 PMD time sheets
Based on an analysis of 2019 timecard data. Does not include services provided by outsourcing such as HVAC service and
custodial service.

10
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The PMD’s full-time staffing is supplemented by temporary hires as the Division experiences a seasonal
peak from the months of May through September. This peak is primarily due to the Division’s responsibility
for installing, maintaining, and watering downtown flower baskets, vegetation maintenance for downtown
parking lots, and mowing and care of undeveloped properties. Figure 9 details the Division’s distribution of
hours for 2019:

Monthly Distribution of PMD Work Hours (2019)
1,600.00
1,400.00
Other
1,200.00

Gen Prop. Mgt. Ops

Hours

1,000.00

City Yard
Municipal Building

800.00

Surplus Properties
600.00

Annex Buildings

400.00

Flowers
Downtown Restrooms

200.00

Downtown

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Figure 9: Distribution of PMD Work Hours for 2019

The Division’s approach to resource allocation has adapted over time to balance competing demands for
ongoing customer service, maintenance, and repair as well as growing responsibilities that have been
inherited over time from other departments. Without additional resources and/or a formal prioritization of
responsibilities, the Division will continue to be unable to provide the expected services for downtown and
undeveloped properties and the base level of industry-recommended facility maintenance expected by
rent-paying customers.
The time currently spent by the PMD for City Hall, the Service Center, Parks’ office, and Welcome Center is
primarily focused on routine repairs and fixes, responding to customer requests for minor office tasks, and
addressing emergency facility needs. The base level of facility maintenance recommended by industrystandards goes beyond these tasks and includes complete preventative maintenance for building systems,
proactive repairs and equipment replacements, and planning for renewal of aging facilities/equipment.
The current hours dedicated to the Municipal Complex, Welcome Center, and Parks Crew Quarters have
not provided comprehensive preventative maintenance and proactive repairs and replacements to major
building systems. The total hours estimated for providing preventative maintenance, unscheduled
maintenance, and repairs and replacements alone for the City’s owned facilities are displayed in Table 13
below.
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Table 13: Estimated Hours for Best Practice Maintenance and Repair of Public Buildings

Grants Pass Facility
Municipal Complex - City Hall, IT Building,
Council Chambers
Service Center
Welcome Center
Parks Crew Quarters
Total

Estimated Maintenance and Repair Hours11
720 - 890
940 - 1,280
65 - 110
135 - 170
1,860 - 2,450

Additionally, the Property Management Coordinator should be dedicating approximately half-time to
managing critical facilities management responsibilities such as developing preventative maintenance
schedules, conducting asset management activities, completing strategic planning, etc. Time required for
team management, troubleshooting, work order management, procurement, and vendor management,
amongst other tasks, would consume the rest of the Coordinator’s responsibilities.
This change would require additional hours to compensate for the loss of time currently being dedicated to
various other operational tasks. Based on current workload and estimates of the additional hours required
to provide basic facility maintenance services and fulfill key facility management responsibilities, the
Division will require approximately two additional FTE. These hours can partially be obtained by the
“reacquisition” of the additional .72 FTE that has been previously provided for Downtown activities, above
and beyond the 1.6 FTE allocated. This “re-acquisition” could come in the form of the Downtown budget
paying for these additional hours, which results in revenue to support an additional 0.72 FTE added to the
Division’s staff. Or, the City decides to re-allocate the Division’s time to provide hours to downtown in
alignment with the budget, effectively freeing up 0.72 FTE of the Division’s time for other facility
maintenance tasks. In either case, the Division requires approximately two additional FTE to allow it to
meet the current demands.
In addition to current resource needs for existing buildings, changes in the Public Safety Department have
prompted the City to make the decision to eventually use the PMD to provide facilities management
services for its four Public Safety Buildings. With the recent opening of the City’s new Public Safety
Building, maintenance is now the responsibility of the City. The City’s three fire stations have relied on the
individual skillsets, abilities, and commitment of firefighters to keep facilities operational. However, the
significant amount of time and cost dedicated to managing the maintenance, repair, and construction of
stations coupled with soon-to-be retirements of key personnel, have prompted Public Safety to recognize
that a differing approach to maintaining its fire stations should occur.
The use of the Deputy Chief for new facility design and construction project management and a Lieutenant
to manage and provide routine maintenance costs the City not just “hard” dollars (approximately $6075,000 annually in maintenance labor) but also:
11

Approximations based on general guidance for maintenance hours per building area/proportion of maintenance cost attributed
to labor
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•

•
•

Mobilization costs for engines and crew members
o Whenever an on-duty Fire Lieutenant is responding to an operations and maintenance
need, the engine and crew member must mobilize and travel.
Cost of Deputy Chief’s time for managing design and construction projects.
Loss of institutional knowledge when skilled/experienced staff leave or retire.

Providing industry-recommended maintenance services for these buildings will pose additional challenges
for the Division in terms of resources available and expertise required to manage the buildings. Each Public
Safety building is occupied 24/7 and have specific system, scheduling, and security requirements that are
unique when compared with the other City-owned buildings. The additional hours estimated for
maintaining these facilities at an industry-recommended level are shown below in Table 14. These
estimates do not include the time necessary to address deferred maintenance, specifically at the Hillcrest
Fire Station.
Table 14: Estimated Hours for Best Practice Maintenance and Repair for Public Safety Buildings

Public Safety Facility
Public Safety Building
Redwood Fire Station
Parkway Fire Station
Hillcrest Fire Station
TOTAL

Estimated Maintenance
and Repair Hours12
850
400
540
580
2,370

When combined with the Division’s existing workload and demand of current buildings, the additional
hours required for comprehensive maintenance and operations services to the four new Public Safety
Buildings means that the Division is looking at an additional gap in hours of nearly 2,400 hours annually for
actual maintenance and repairs. Administrative, training, and coordination time will also add an additional
need of approximately 600 hours. These hours result in the need to add two additional FTE to manage the
Public Safety buildings.
Figure 10 below, depicts the expanded workload associated with the Public Safety buildings against current
workload for the PMD:

12

Approximations based on general guidance for maintenance hours per building area/proportion of maintenance cost attributed
to labor
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Projected PMD Work Hours with Public Safety
Facilities
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Figure 10: Projected PMD Work Hours with Public Safety Buildings

Service Delivery Strategies
A number of tasks being performed and properties being maintained by the PMD are provided by differing
departments or organizations in other municipalities. These tasks include streetlight maintenance, parking
lot care, flower baskets installation and watering, festive lights and decorations, rough mowing of vacant
lands, and residential rental management. Although it appears the PMD has provided a high level of service
in these areas, it does divert resources and staff from other facilities management activities. Because the
PMD does not code all services by type, actual hours for each of these services are undefined. However,
the following in Table 15 is known for 2019:
Table 15: PMD Hours Dedicated to Downtown and Undeveloped Properties

Task

Hours

Downtown (includes festive lights and decorations,
streetlights, parking lot maintenance)
Downtown Flower Baskets
Undeveloped Properties

3,179.0
818.5
1,305.0

Although the elimination of the responsibility for these tasks will not eliminate their need - nor necessarily
costs - it would allow the Division to focus on typical facilities management services. Transferring certain
services to the Parks Division (parking lots maintenance, undeveloped properties, flowers) or Streets
(streetlight maintenance) would require additional resources for the respective Divisions but would allow
current PMD resources to devote available time to preventative maintenance activities.
An additional option also exists for flower baskets. Although the care and maintenance of the downtown
area has been performed by the City for a number of years, it requires almost .5 FTE. The hanging and care
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of flower baskets accounts for 8% of total hours and over 18% of the Division’s hours during the summer
months (May - August). Other similar-sized Oregon cities have joined with external organizations to
provide these amenities (Table 16):
Table 16: Entities Responsible for Flower Baskets in Other Cities

City
Albany
Lake Oswego
Grants Pass
Oregon City
McMinnville
Redmond
Woodburn
Roseburg
Klamath Falls

Population
52,736
38,705
38,191
36,040
33,662
29,234
25,417
23,167
21,138

Responsible Organization
Albany Downtown Association
Lake Oswego Chamber of Commerce
City of Grants Pass
Oregon City Chamber
McMinnville Downtown Association
Downtown Urban Renewal District
Woodburn Proud (a non-profit)
Downtown Roseburg Association
Klamath Falls Downtown Association

Communication
Recommendation #3 (Necessary - Medium-Priority)
The City of Grants pass should enhance communication.
Communication is a critical component to successful delivery of services as well as overall organizational
effectiveness. Conversations with stakeholders and survey results indicate that there is room for
improvement when it comes to communication between the Division and customers. Similarly, there
appears to be limited communication between the Division and leadership.
To address issues with communication, the City should:
• Include the PMD in conversations at the leadership level that impact City-owned facilities and
properties under the PMD’s care. This includes consulting the Division for:
o Input into City-wide capital planning processes (see Recommendation 4)
o Input regarding the resources necessary (funding and staffing) to provide maintenance
and operations services for additional properties and buildings
• Establish a formal work order process for receiving customer requests and establishing clear
expectations for response times. The Division should document this process in the
development of formal Service Level Agreements for all services provided (See
Recommendation 7).
• Invest in and implement a computerized maintenance management system (CMMS) to
facilitate customer service requests intake and tracking (see Recommendation 10). Prior to the
implementation of a formal CMMS, a simple work order “system” using spreadsheets, email
inboxes, and calendars could be used to improve upon communication. With respect to
communication, a CMMS system should:
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o
o
o

Provide a “ticket-system” for customer service requests intake
Provide status updates to customers,
Prioritize requests based on defined prioritization metrics, etc.

Capital Improvement Plan
Recommendation #4 (Necessary - Medium-Priority)
The City of Grants Pass should develop a Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) that
incorporates necessary Facility-related investments.
Maintaining high-quality infrastructure is essential to the economic vitality and quality of life of
communities. A good capital planning and budgeting process helps communities make smart investments in
infrastructure and, thereby, investments in the future.13
As stewards of public assets, local governments are responsible for the preservation of investments in
facilities and property. Through the evaluation of the condition of its infrastructure, organizations are able
to identify and prioritize projects based on specified criteria such as usage, functionality, deferred
maintenance, safety, and efficiency. Using a criteria-based approach allows projects to be funded having
the highest score while projects that are deferred typically have the lowest impact on its infrastructure.
A capital Improvement Plan (CIP) summarizes the City’s short and long-range capital project needs based
on identified goals and policies. It is typically a five-plus year plan developed City-wide to determine a
financing and implementation roadmap for capital investments to infrastructure. This CIP is created with
input from internal departments and coordinated with the annual budget to balance and maintain full
utilization of available resources. A CIP is essential to the future financial health of an organization and
continued delivery of services to citizens and businesses and it must be developed using clear and objective
criteria for project selection and prioritization in line with the City’s overarching goals and objectives.
Developing a long-term plan in this way helps to provide the City a consistent approach to investments that
are in line with defined objectives rather than an ad-hoc approach to prioritization.
For each capital project proposed as part of the CIP, information such as a project description and the
service need it addresses, a proposed timetable, proposed funding levels and sources and, if applicable,
estimated on-going operational and maintenance costs should be provided. Projects are then prioritized
based on objective criteria. The goals of the CIP are to:
• Provide a balanced program for capital improvements given anticipated funding revenues over
a five-plus year planning period;
• Illustrate unmet capital needs based on anticipated funding levels, and;
• Provide a plan for capital improvements which can be used in preparing the capital budget for
the upcoming fiscal years.

13

Government Finance Officer Association (GFOA)
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The PMD should play a major role in the development of a CIP. PMD staff should conduct regularly
scheduled inspections of major building systems (HVAC systems, plumbing systems, electrical systems,
roofing, flooring, painting, and parking areas) to identify necessary capital expenditures (See
Recommendation 6). Results will allow the City to adjust its CIP to reflect projects that have a greater
priority.
Annually, the CIP should be either fully updated or amended to identify adjustments to the expenditure of
capital funds as approved by the City Council. Although budgetary pressures continue to impact the ability
of the City to fund various programs and services, it becomes especially important to identify and cost the
investment required to sustain assets in a condition necessary to provide expected service levels. Deferring
essential maintenance or replacement can extensively impact the ability of the City to provide services. As
the condition of its facilities decline, deferring maintenance and/or replacement could increase long-term
costs and liabilities.
In addition to the investments needed to address deferred maintenance and critical replacement needs,
the City needs to take a long-term view of their facilities portfolio to understand what major capital
projects are necessary long-term to account for new buildings and major building expansion and/or
renovations. These projects should be identified through development of a Long-Range Facilities Planning
process with a qualified architectural and/or facility planning firm and should include a space needs
assessment, building deficiencies assessment, visioning process, conceptual design and planning-level cost
estimates.
The GFOA recommends that local governments14:
• “Consider developing financial policies that identify and dedicate fees or other revenue
sources to help maintain the expected service levels of capital assets.
• Allocate sufficient funds in the multi-year capital plan and annual operations budget for the
condition assessment determination and reporting, preventative maintenance, repair, renewal
and replacement of capital assets in order to continue the provision of services that contribute
to public health, safety, and quality of life of the public.”
Additionally, GFOA states that “each government should establish an on-going source of funds in both the
multi-year capital plan and operating budget for the maintenance and renewal and replacement needs of
its capital assets consistent with this best practice. If the capital assets are part of the function of an
enterprise fund, the rates, fees and charges may need to be adjusted to meet the funding requirements.”
The City’s Municipal Buildings and Land Fund that has been used to fund projects and activities not related
to the renewal and replacement of assets critical to the preserve building operations. For example, the
Fund has been used recently to pay for office remodels and reorganizations at City Hall and not necessarily
14 GFOA,

Capital Asset Management, Best Practice
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for major renovation projects. Although City Hall, has been funded for an HVAC upgrade, other needs such
as a roof replacement and seismic upgrade, have not been identified for funding.
Industry benchmark data from CBRE’s CostLab indicate that the annualized average expenditures related
to asset repairs and replacements range between $2.00 - 3.00 per square foot for typical building types in
addition to an annualized average of $2.00 - 4.00 for recapitalization of a building which accounts for
capital investments to restore a building’s functionality, resilience, code compliance, etc. Both categories
of expenditures represent capital investments needed to preserve a building’s operational and functional
capabilities over time. These expenditures are not consistent and recurring year after year, they are onetime capital expenditures that must be planned for based on factors such as:
• Asset condition and criticality to the building’s operations
• Expected lifespan
• Estimated cost for replacement and/or renewal
• Planned investments and upgrades identified in the Long-Range Facilities Plan
The City should consider dedicating its Building and Land Fund to focus on funding for these expenditures.
The amount and timing of expenditures from this fund should be based on the City’s facility-specific capital
improvement plan. The forecast of expenditures over the next 3-5 years will allow the City to budget for
these expenditures ahead of time, identify funding shortages, and develop a plan for allocating additional
funding. Funding should be built into the Division’s rental rate charges, with a clear and transparent
accounting for these funds and how they are to be spent.

Preventative Maintenance Plans
Recommendation #5 (Necessary - Medium-Priority)
The City of Grants Pass should establish formal preventive maintenance plans for
each building.
A complete list of required maintenance items is critical to maintaining the value of facility-related assets
and ensuring an efficient and compliant portfolio. Identification of Preventative Maintenance (PM) items
comes from a variety of sources. For assets installed as part of a new construction, this information
typically comes from contractors' operations and maintenance (O&M) manuals. PM items for existing
assets come from historical records, organizational knowledge, code requirements, and/or industry best
practices.
The City should develop a complete maintenance schedule for each facility. At a minimum, the
maintenance schedule should include:
• Identification of statutory maintenance and/or inspection requirements
• Recommended maintenance tasks and frequency (daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, annual,
etc.) based on industry-standards or operations and maintenance manuals for all building
assets
• Estimated hours and labor cost required for recommended maintenance tasks
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•

Specific steps, tools, equipment, and materials required to complete ongoing maintenance
tasks

These preventative maintenance plans should inform development of SLAs and resource allocation
strategies for the Division.

Service Level Agreements
Recommendation #6 (Necessary - Medium-Priority)
The City of Grants Pass should develop formal service level agreements for PMD
managed properties.
To formalize expectations and define service levels for City-owned properties, the PMD should develop
formal service level agreements (SLAs) for each property. These SLAs should clearly define the
maintenance services and operational costs included with rent, the metrics used to prioritize customer
requests, the expected timelines for service completion, roles and responsibilities of tenant/PMD, process
for submitting customer requests, and the performance indicators that will be used to measure PMD
performance.
Development of the SLAs should be informed by the preventative maintenance schedules developed for
each building, the customer request intake process established, and relevant prioritization metrics based
on factors such as:
• Type of request (emergency repair versus office task),
• Resources required to complete the task, and
• Asset criticality (a measure of the impact of failure on building occupants and operations).
Asset criticality is another rating measure used in best-practice asset management that is
fundamental to data-driven decision-making. Criticality indicates the “consequence of failure”
of a given asset and is an indicator of the relative importance of an asset to the overall mission
of the facility. Critical assets are those whose failure results in a potential impact to health and
human safety and/or a facilities’ ability to fulfill its mission. An example criticality rating scale is
defined in Table 17 below.
Table 17: Example Asset Criticality Rating Scale

Asset
Criticality

Importance

Consequence of Failure

Example

5

Critical

Assets whose outage results in potential loss of
life or serious injury.

4

Vital

3

Essential

Assets critical to the mission of the organization
or whose loss of functionality will create
unacceptable operating conditions, substantial
loss of public perception, significant financial
consequences, or environmental damage.
Assets whose prolonged loss of functionality
would lead to inefficient operations, loss of
public perception, and higher operating costs.

Fire alarm and suppression
systems, emergency power
and lighting systems, etc.
Waste systems, gas
systems, plumbing,
electrical systems, etc.

Non vital HVAC systems,
non-potable water, etc.
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2

Support

Assets whose prolonged outage or lack of
maintenance may adversely affect working
conditions or increase life cycle costs.

1

Low

All other assets not already classified, the failure
of which does not have any noticeable
consequences.

Back up pumps for nonvital systems, HVAC for
unused facilities, drinking
fountains.
Interior paint, aesthetics in
areas not important to
your mission.

An example SLA is included in Appendix B.
Without formal agreements to establish service level expectations, many customers do not have a clear
understanding of what rental rates include, how they are calculated, and whether these rates account for
replacement of major building systems and building upgrades/replacement. For services provided to
downtown areas and the managed properties, it is unclear what methodology is used to determine charges
for service.

Facility Condition Assessment Program
Recommendation #7 (Necessary - Medium-Priority)
The City of Grants Pass should implement a facility condition assessment
program.
Facility condition assessments (FCAs) are a critical tool for understanding and monitoring the current state
of facilities with the objective of identifying and prioritizing facility deficiencies to make informed
reinvestment decisions. FCAs can quantify the extent of deferred maintenance and identify upcoming
capital expenditures needed to preserve the condition of a building.
To provide a snapshot in time of the current portfolio, the City should engage a qualified consultant to
provide comprehensive FCAs for all City owned buildings. The data from these FCAs can be used to collect
basic data as part of a comprehensive asset inventory, identify key deferred maintenance to inform a
capital improvement plan, and collect asset condition data. To maximize the value of these facility
condition assessments, the City should:
• Clearly establish the objectives of the FCA (quantify deferred maintenance, collect asset data,
etc.)
• Specify the way assets will be classified and asset data will be recorded to ensure data can be
uploaded and/or used moving forward
• Define the condition rating scale and/or priority levels to be used. Development of a condition
rating scale directly supports the long-term development of the Division’s asset management
program (See Recommendation 10). A good condition rating protocol is consistently applied,
cost effective and focused on identifying risks to the agency. It must provide insights into the
remaining useful life of the asset and, therefore, the “likelihood of failure.” The following scale
in Table 18 is an example condition rating scale:
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Table 18: Example Condition Rating Scale

Score

% Remaining
Service Life

Rating

Definition

5
4

0%
0-40%

Failed
Poor

3

41-60%

Fair

2

61-90%

Good

1

91-100%

Excellent

Asset has failed
Asset is overdue for replacement or requires
replacement within 5 years. Asset may be
obsolete or failing to meet established
performance targets.
Asset is serviceable and in use and will require
minor repairs in the near future
Asset has been in service for more than 5 years
and is in good condition
Asset is new or like new condition

Moving forward, the City should implement an internal condition assessment program where Property
Management Staff conduct annual condition assessments to monitor changes to asset condition. General
guidance on implementing an ongoing FCA program includes:
• Perform a basic FCA annually in accordance with the City’s condition rating scale. Engage a
specialty consultant every 5 to 10 years to verify facility condition and capital expenditures
needed.
• Develop criteria for different levels of FCA detail.
o Example: If building is less than 5 years old, collect high-level assessment. If greater
than 5 years old, complete full FCA.
• Consider more frequent assessments on critical facilities and systems.
• Standardize process for uploading FCA data into central system.
• Determine triggers for reassessment.
o Use of facility changes, code changes, major change in condition, etc.
Example FCA templates are included in Appendix C.

PMD Training
Recommendation #8 (Necessary - Medium-Priority)
The City of Grants Pass should invest in developing additional competency and
capabilities of Property Management Division Staff.
To provide the level of facilities management services required to preserve the City’s assets, the City must
invest in developing the individual and collective competencies of the PMD staff in order to effectively
implement many of the recommendations within this section. Training in the following areas should be
considered:
• Facility Management
o Developing the Division’s approach to facilities management will require an investment
in the Division’s leadership. Trainings through professional organizations such as the
International Facility Managers Association (IFMA), Institute of Asset Management
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•

(IAM), etc. provide a comprehensive framework for the management and execution of
facility management tasks. These trainings include information such as:
▪ Leadership and strategy
• Facility strategic planning
• Management
• Policies and procedures development
• Performance measurement
▪ Project management
• Project management processes and tools
• Project initiation
• Project planning
• Project execution, monitoring, and controlling
• Project closeout
▪ Finance and business
• Finance terminology and fundamentals
• Budget development and monitoring
• Cost containment and assignment strategies
• Contracts and procurement
• Business case development
▪ Operations and maintenance
• Collecting physical asset inventory
• Determining maintenance and repair cycles
• Developing maintenance schedules
• Assessing condition of buildings and systems
• Determining lifecycle costs
• Manage building maintenance and operations
• Developing service level agreements, etc.
Maintenance
o The PMD performs basic maintenance and repair tasks currently. To enhance the
Division’s ability to perform technical maintenance and repair services as well as
provide the ability to appropriately troubleshoot and diagnose facility-related issues,
the City should consider training PMD maintenance staff to:
▪ Provide basic mechanical, electrical, and plumbing maintenance tasks,
▪ Understand and address basic HVAC operations, repair and preventative
maintenance services

Asset Management Program
Recommendation #9 (Desirable – Long-Term Priority)
The City of Grants Pass should formalize development an Asset Management
Program for City buildings.
The PMD’s responsibility for preserving the City’s property related assets should be formalized through the
development of a City-wide asset management program. Implementation of the recommendations above
will establish the foundation for a formal asset management program. However, the next level of
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development is to formalize the program with a City-wide asset management policy; a Strategic Asset
Management Plan; and asset management standards.
Asset Management Policy
A key component of an asset management program is clear direction and support from senior leadership
through the adoption of a formal asset management policy. The policy should outline the priorities of the
City as it relates to managing facility-related assets and be actively promoted and communicated within
the organization. In alignment with ISO 55001, the core elements of an effective asset management policy
include:
Top management shall establish an asset management policy that:
• Is appropriate to the purpose of the organization;
• Provides a framework for setting asset management objectives;
• Includes a commitment to satisfy applicable requirements;
• Includes a commitment to continual improvement of the asset management system.
The asset management policy shall:
• Be consistent with the organizational plan;
• Be consistent with other relevant organizational policies;
• Be appropriate to the nature and scale of the organization’s assets and operations;
• Be available as documented information;
• Be communicated within the organization;
• Be available to stakeholders, as appropriate;
• Be implemented and be periodically reviewed and, if required, updated.15
Strategic Asset Management Plan
A Strategic Asset Management Plan (SAMP) is the guiding strategy for development of the City’s asset
management program with specific goals and objectives for the next three to five years. This plan should
include, at minimum, the following:
• Reference to the asset management policy statement
• Description of the City’s current asset management strengths and weaknesses
• Asset management objectives
• Strategic initiatives developed to achieve the objectives, with:
o Priorities
o Timeframes
o Responsible party
o Resources needs
o Performance metrics
• Process for measuring progress and revising the SAMP on a continual basis

15

ISO 55001
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Asset Management Standards
Consistent and reliable management of assets starts with development of clear standards for the collection
of asset data and ratings. The following are examples of standards for defining and classifying assets,
collecting asset data, and assessing asset condition and criticality.
•

Asset Definition
The industry standard definition, as adopted by the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO), is a best practice that maintains flexibility for Facilities to capture assets
based on the business need of their organization, rather than a fixed set of standards, such as
size, cost, or function. Facilities’ adopted definition is as follows:
“An asset is an item, thing or entity which has potential or actual value to the City
of Portland’s Office of Management and Finance.”

•

Asset Classification
Facility-specific assets should be organized and classified in accordance with industry
convention, which is based on Uniformat II. Uniformat II is a naming and numbering system
used to consistently name building elements, which are defined as major components and
systems common to most buildings and sites. Standard naming and numbering of assets within
Uniformat II begins at Level 1 – Major Group Elements and continues to Level 4 – Sub
Elements. At a minimum, the City should name and number assets in alignment with
Uniformat II illustrated in Table 19.
Table 19: Uniformat II Classification System

Level 1
Major Group Elements
A.

Substructure

Level 2
Group Elements
A10 Foundations

A20 Basement Construction
B.

Shell

B10 Superstructure
B20 Exterior Enclosure

B30 Roofing

•

Level 3
Individual Elements
A1010
A1020
A1030
A2010
A2020
B1010
B1020
B2010
B2020
B2030
B3010
B3020

Standard Foundations
Special Foundations
Slab on Grade
Basement Excavation
Basement Walls
Floor Construction
Roof Construction
Exterior Walls
Exterior Windows
Exterior Doors
Roof Coverings
Roof Openings

Asset Inventory Data Fields
To manage assets effectively, a comprehensive inventory of facility-related assets must be
maintained. The asset inventory is the central database for all asset information. It holds
detailed information on asset attributes and operations, including location and ownership,
type, size, age, cost, condition, and criticality. The inventory should include data fields such as:
o Site container structure (site, building, floor, and room)
o Asset Name
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Manufacturer
Model
Serial number
Asset description (no images)
Year installed
Condition
Life expectancy
Replacement cost
Asset criticality
Date of last physical inventory and/or condition assessment

•

Asset Naming Strategy
The ability to maintain and track information specific to each asset requires a universally
applied and understood naming strategy. The asset name should provide information on the
general location and type of asset as well as a unique identifier to distinguish it from other,
similar assets.

•

Asset Condition Rating Scale
Asset condition is a key piece of information used to inform data-driven decision-making in
regard to asset management. The condition rating scale developed as part of the FCA program
fulfills this need

•

Asset Criticality Rating Scale
Asset criticality informs prioritization of work order requests and informs the maintenance
strategy for assets. The example criticality scale described in Table 17 should be used to
categorize and rate all building-related assets.

Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS)
Recommendation #10 (Desirable – Long-Term Priority)
The City of Grants Pass should implement a Computerized Maintenance
Management System (CMMS).
Over the course of this assessment, it is evident that the City does not have a detailed and accurate
accounting of maintenance expenditures and timecard data. Information that was provided was high-level
and did not provide key information on the amount of time and resources dedicated to planned vs.
corrective maintenance, specific projects (office remodels), and distinct tasks (landscaping versus
downtown flower baskets). To assist in measuring performance, the City needs to collect this level of data
for each facility and major tasks. The preferred way to track this information is through the use of a
Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS).
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A CMMS system specifically designed for facilities management will allow the PMD to collect critical data
and enhance the Division’s ability to manage and schedule work order requests and planned maintenance
tasks. The implementation of a CMMS will allow the Division to more efficiently and effectively dispatch
and track work and will likely result in time savings that allow the Division to accomplish additional tasks
related to building maintenance. A CMMS system should:
•
•

•

•

•

Include a work order request function for customers
Facilitate work order management and tracking by:
o Scheduling recurring preventative maintenance tasks according to maintenance
schedules
o Allowing management to assign work orders to specific staff
o Prioritizing work order requests based on established priority levels
Track and manage asset data across the lifecycle of an asset such as:
o Asset attribute data (model number, serial number, etc.)
o Maintenance history (costs, labor hours, parts, etc.)
o Asset condition and criticality
o Expected remaining useful life and replacement cost
Provide up to date reporting on performance indicators, such as:
o Maintenance costs per square foot
o Response time
o Percent of proactive vs. reactive work orders
o Labor hours per task
Forecast upcoming capital expenditures based on end of useful life

This specific recommendation is listed as a “Long-Term” recommendation due to the need for the City to
develop a more specific understanding of their approach to facilities management before procuring a
CMMS system to ensure the correct system is implemented. Prior to procuring a CMMS, the City should
develop a framework defining the City’s specific requirements for the system such as: condition and
criticality rating scales, workflow processes, roles and responsibilities of all individuals who are required to
use the new system; integration with existing financial systems; and standards for what will be tracked,
monitored, and reported.

Performance Standards
Recommendation #11 (Desirable – Long-Term Priority)
The City of Grants Pass should develop specific performance standards for PMD.
Key performance indicators (KPIs) are a key tool used to evaluate facility management performance and
inform management decisions regarding facility condition, long-term investments, customer service, costs,
and health and safety. Data related to the measurement of KPIs must be tracked consistently over time to
give the City meaningful information to benchmark against past performance as well as industry standards
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and peer organizations. The PMD’s current performance indicators include four measures in the areas of
efficiency and effectiveness. Those measures are:
• Percent of time City Hall HVAC system on-line
• Percent of properties receiving fire hazards abatement at scheduled quarterly intervals
• City Hall custodial expenditures per square foot
• Annual kWh of Power at City Hall
Based on the City’s current practices, the existing performance measures do not provide a holistic
evaluation of the City’s performance as it relates to facilities management. The City should adopt new KPIs
that provide insights into the overall performance of facility management activities and are in alignment
with the re-defined mission for the PMD.
Implementation of new KPIs will require the PMD to track and monitor data. The implementation of a
CMMS facilitates the process of collecting and reporting data for some KPIs; therefore, the list of
recommended KPIs is separated by the measures that should be implemented now vs. the measures that
should be implemented with a new CMMS.
Prior to CMMS:
• Preventative maintenance completion rate:
o Following development of preventative maintenance schedules for each building, the
PMD should track the completion rate for preventative maintenance tasks. The
standard for success should be 100% completion of preventative maintenance tasks.
• Customer satisfaction:
o Customer satisfaction can be measured in a variety of ways. Surveys, annual
performance reports, and informal feedback can be used to measure customer
satisfaction. The PMD should aim to collect feedback on an annual basis.
• Maintenance cost per square foot:
o The cost of building maintenance (labor, materials, and contracted services) for all true
maintenance and repair activities divided by the gross area (square feet) of a building
is a financial cost metric that can be used to measure the level of expenditures in line
with industry standards. This metric provides a quick figure for comparison and
informs future budgeting efforts.
• Operating cost per square foot:
o Operating costs for utilities, custodial, security, and grounds management should be
tracked specific to each building. These costs per square foot can be compared to
industry standards.
After implementing a CMMS:
• Response time for completion of service requests:
o Based on development of service level agreements, the PMD should track and
measure response time for completion of service requests.
• Percent of preventative maintenance work orders vs. corrective maintenance work orders.
o A CMMS can categorize and track the percent of work orders that are planned versus
reactive. This KPI provides insights into how proactive the facilities management
function is as a whole.
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•

Facility condition index (FCI)
o Facility condition index (FCI) is a measure of the amount of deferred maintenance for a
facility as a percentage of the current replacement value. Best practice is to keep a
building’s FCI below 5%.

Implementation
Implementation of many of the recommendations above are interdependent on implementation of other
recommendations; therefore, the City and Property Management Division will be required to work on
addressing many of the recommended areas for improvement concurrently. To assist the City in
progressing towards higher levels of property management service delivery, a general illustration of the
recommended implementation schedule is presented below in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Implementation Schedule
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Appendix A: PMD Maintained Properties

1|Page

Property

Operation/Use

5101 - Annex Building (IT Operations)
5102 -City Hall & Council Chambers Campus

IT Operations
Office

5105 - Parks Maintenance Building at RVP
5105 - Residences (3)

Parks Headquarters
Rentals

5105 - Undeveloped Land
Allendwood
Allencreek
Ramsey
Hamilton
Woodson

Rough Mowing/Safety
Rough Mowing/Safety
Rough Mowing/Safety
Rough Mowing/Safety
Rough Mowing/Safety

Edgewater
Beacon
Texas
Starlite
210 A Street
5106 - City Service Center

Rough Mowing/Safety
Rough Mowing/Safety
Rough Mowing/Safety
Rough Mowing/Safety
Open Lot
Office

Streets, Water, Sewer
Stormwater
Fleet Maintenance
Storage
Property Management
5107 - Welcome Center

Garages
Shops
Storage
Storage
Parking
Storefront

5108 - River Road Reserve
5109 - River Vista

Office
Public Restrooms
Downtown Parking
Open Space, Farmland with Old Farmhouses
Event House

Appendix B: Service Level Agreement Example

Service Level Agreement

Facilities Services
Jul 2017 – Jun 2018

SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT
CONTENTS

1.0

Service Summary ................................................................................................ 2

2.0

Statistics and Facts Relevant to 1.0 Service Summary .................................... 3

3.0

Cost Summary Table ........................................................................................... 4

4.0

Service Line Detail............................................................................................... 5
SLA Contact Information

SLA Doc Contacts:
xxxxxxxxxx

Email:
xxxxxxxxxx

Executive Director

Department & Services
Directory

Utilities- xxxxxxxxxx
Moves/Setup- xxxxxxxxxx
Custodial- xxxxxxxxxx
Landscaping- xxxxxxxxxx
Utilities Distribution/Mechanical Systems Maintenancexxxxxxxxxx
General Maintenance- xxxxxxxxxx
Minor Renovations- xxxxxxxxxx
Compliance & Safety/Preventive Maintenance- xxxxxxxxxx
Commencement/Event Services- xxxxxxxxxx

FY 17-18 Facilities SLA Summary of Costs (section 3.0)
Total Service Costs

Total Overhead Costs

Total Unit Cost

$ xxxxxxxxxx

$ xxxxxxxxxx

$ xxxxxxxxxx
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1.0 SERVICE SUMMARY
Service Line Summary
Level of Service
Core
Premium Recharge
Service
Service
Service

Unit Service

Page
#

Utilities

Provide purchased utilities (water/sewer, natural gas, electricity), steam,
chilled water, and refuse/recycling services and associated management
and administrative support to the campus.

√

√

5

Moves/ Set-Ups

Provide move and set-up services and associated equipment in support
of campus events, and small departmental moves and equipment
disposal/salvage in support of campus operations.

√

√

6

Custodial

Provide custodial services in restrooms, classrooms and labs, offices,
conference rooms, lobbies, stairwells, and other areas, along with daily
building locking/unlocking services in support of campus operations.

√

√

√

7

√

√

√

8

Landscaping

Provide grounds and landscape, hardscape (including street sweeping),
building exterior and infrastructure cleaning and maintenance and
associated equipment repair services to the campus.
Utilities Distribution/Mechanical Systems Maintenance

Utility distribution/mechanical systems maintenance services provided
in support of campus operations.

√

9

√

10

General Maintenance

General maintenance and repair services provided in support of campus
operations.
Minor Renovations

Services provided on minor renovation projects (<$50K) and facility and
infrastructure upgrades/ improvements and equipment installations
previously funded on a recharge basis in support of campus operations.

√

√

11

Compliance & Safety/Preventive Maintenance

Services provided in compliance with various regulations, for safety
purposes, and according to manufacturers’ specifications as available
within existing resource allocations.

√

12

√

13

Commencement/Event Services

Commencement/event set-up services provided within existing resource
allocations.
Housing Services

General maintenance & repair services, housekeeping and Dining
Services equipment repairs are provided in support of Housing Services
operations.

Facilities SLA
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2.0 STATISTICS AND FACTS RELEVANT TO 1.0 SERVICE SUMMARY
Facilities Services is responsible for maintenance, operations, repair and light alterations of the
academic facilities on our campus consisting of over 300 buildings and 4 million square feet on 1200
acres of land.

Custodial

•

Over 450 restrooms cleaned daily (Monday – Friday). Includes fixtures: 1,212 toilets,
881 sinks and 335 urinals.
Over 90 General Assignment classrooms and lectures halls serviced daily
Lock/Unlock 411 building entrances daily
Over 4,000 office trash cans emptied weekly.
Approximately 1,000 wet labs and dry labs maintained weekly/twice weekly.

Grounds

Roughly 270 acres of core campus landscaping maintained on a regular basis.
30,000 sprinkler heads maintained on campus.
Facilities Shops (Utility Distribution/Mechanical System Maintenance, General Maintenance, Minor
Renovations, Compliance/Safety/Preventive Maintenance, Commencement/Event Services)

Approximately 9,000 work order requests for service handled annually in support
of campus operations.
Moves/ Set-ups

• Approximately 1,000 work order requests for moves and event set-up services
handled annually.
Refuse/Recycling

Over 740 dumpsters per week of containing waste, recyclables, and
food/compostable materials are moved and emptied.
Remove and Recycle 1,674 tons per year = 22 railroad cars of recyclable materials.
Remove 1,000 tons of compacted waste = 13 railroad cars of compacted waste.
Utilities

Approximately 100M kwh of electricity generated in support of general fund operations.
Approximately 3.5M therms of natural gas provided in support of campus general
fund operations.
Housing Services

Provide maintenance, landscaping and housekeeping services in eight Housing facilities.
Approximately 6,800 residents live in these facilities, encompassing over 2.3M mgsf.

Facilities SLA
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3.0 COST SUMMARY TABLE

(A) Service Cost

Service Cost Summary Table
Total Cost
Total Cost
FTE to Provide Driver per
Total
Cost
from
Square
Service*
from Fund
Recharge
(Must tie to
Foot**
Budget / Staffing
19900
and
(4,010,256
template)
sq ft)
Premiums

Total Cost
from
Total Service
Other
Cost
Fund
Sources

Utilities

20.36

$3.77

$15,133,672

$4,953,136

0

$20,086,808

Moves/ Set-up

3.25

$0.07

$265,863

$62,533

0

$328,396

Custodial

97.50

$1.79

$7,186,036

$377,003

0

$7,563,039

Landscaping

30.39

$0.61

$2,435,122

$630,631

0

$3,065,753

Utilities Distribution/
Mechanical Systems Maint

18.65

$0.94

$3,786,762

0

0

$3,786,762

General Maintenance

16.25

$0.71

$2,856,758

0

$72,745

$2,929,503

Minor Renovations

14.45

$0.60

$2,410,101

$171,390

0

$2,581,491

Compliance & Safety/
Preventive Maintenance

2.50

$0.13

$524,772

0

0

$524,772

Commencement/ Event
Services

0.55

$0.03

$134,846

0

0

$134,846

Housing Maint Services

131.00

$5.67

0

$14,407,505

0

$14,407,505

$34,733,932

$20,602,198

$72,745

$55,408,875

Total Cost
from
Other
Fund
Sources

Total
Overhead
Cost

Total Service Cost

(B) Overhead Cost

334.90

FTE*

Overhead Cost Summary Table
Total Cost
Total Cost
Driver per
from
Total
Cost
Square
Recharge
from
Fund
Foot**
and
19900
(4,010,256
Premiums
sq ft)

FS Admin / Overhead
Housing Maint Overhead

Total Overhead Cost

14.25
8.00

22.25

$0.56
$0.33

$2,264,576
0

0
$836,225

$31,446
0

$2,296,022
$836,225

$2,264,576

$836,225

$31,446

$3,132,247

$21,438,423

$104,191

$58,541,122

Grand Total
Grand Total

357.15

$36,998,508

* FTE totals reflect service to both Core and Non-Core customers.
**The driver for unit costs is assignable square footage. 3rd Party Housing and Auxiliary off-campus lease space
has been removed from the square footage total.

Facilities SLA
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4.0 SERVICE LINE DETAIL

Name of Service:

Utilities

Acquiring the electricity, natural gas, water, and sewer services
necessary to support the campus mission at the most costeffective rates that at the same time promote the
Brief Description of Service: accomplishment of University sustainability goals and policies.
Provide steam and chilled water services to the campus in
support of operations. Dispose, divert, and recycle campus waste
generated.
Web Address

Service Level Agreement
Specifics/Requirements of
Service:

Staffing Requirements
Recharge Services
Premium Services

http://facilities.ucr.edu/utility.html
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Purchasing and Providing Electricity
Purchasing and Providing Natural Gas
Purchasing and Providing Water & Sewer
Generating and Providing Chilled Water (aka Air
Conditioning)
Generating and Providing Steam (aka Heating)
Recycling/Trash/Waste Management
Operations & Energy Management
Utilities billing & administration

•

17.25 FTE

Actual utilities costs passed through to non-core space,
predominately housing, dining, and residential services
Refuse diversion, disposal, and recycling services charged to noncore customers (primarily HDRS) as a percentage of total costs.

List units that do not pay to
Palm Desert, Natural Reserves
use services

Facilities SLA
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Name of Service:

Moves & Set-Ups

Provide move and event set-up services and associated
equipment (staging, podiums, chairs, tables, etc.) in support of
Brief Description of Service: campus operations and events within existing resource
allocations. Provide general and emergency support of custodial
operations as needed and available.
http://facilities.ucr.edu/building/relocation.html
Web Address
http://facilities.ucr.edu/building/special.html

Service Level Agreement
Specifics/Requirements of
Service:

Staffing Requirements

•
•

•

Events/ Commencement Set-Up Services
Move/ Set-up Services (Does not include large
department moves. Services provided by external
vendor)
General Support of other Facilities Services areas

•

3.25 FTE

Recharge Services

Event set-up and relocation services are provided to non-core
customers at $40.74/hour plus rental costs of various materials.

Premium Services

None

Service Cost Exclusions

Palm Desert, Natural Reserves

Facilities SLA
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Name of Service:

Custodial Services

Provide building and custodial services in cleaning classrooms,
conference rooms, restrooms, labs, offices, lobbies and hallways,
Brief Description of Service:
and stairwells, etc. Provide daily security services in the
locking/unlocking of campus buildings.
Web Address

http://facilities.ucr.edu/building/building.html
•

•
Service Level Agreement
Specifics/Requirements of
Service:

•
•

Staffing Requirements
Recharge Services

Premium Services

Service Cost Exclusions

Facilities SLA

•

Restrooms: Daily emptying of trash bins and receptacles;
filling and checking of dispensers as needed; daily
sweeping of debris mopping of floors with neutral
disinfectant; daily spraying and wiping of all surfaces with
disinfectant.
Classrooms & Labs: Daily/twice weekly cleaning of
surfaces, removal of large debris, emptying of trash,
floors dust-mopped/vacuumed, furniture returned to
proper position, etc.
Offices, Conference Rooms, Other: Largely weekly service
including cleaning of surfaces (conference rooms only),
trash removal, floor dust-mopped/vacuumed, etc.
Building Security/Other: Daily locking/unlocking of
buildings, periodic cleaning of other areas such as
hallways, lobbies, stairwells, kitchens, and other
miscellaneous space.
92.33 FTE

Recharge services provided to non-core customers at
$38.19/hour plus direct materials costs.
Premium services provided to non-core customers and core
customers (in excess of SLA service levels) at an agreed-upon
cost utilizing the hourly rate from above plus direct materials
costs.
Palm Desert, Natural Reserves
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Name of Service:

Landscaping

Provide grounds and landscape, hardscape (including street
sweeping), building exterior and infrastructure cleaning and
Brief Description of Service:
maintenance and associated equipment repair services to the
campus.
Web Address

http://facilities.ucr.edu/landscape/landscape.html
•

Service Level Agreement
Specifics/Requirements of
Service:

Staffing Requirements
Recharge Services

Premium Services
Service Cost Exclusions

Facilities SLA

•

Grounds/Landscaping Services: turf care, fertilization,
irrigation, pruning, disease, weed, and pest control, and
floral planting
Hardscape, Building Exteriors and Infrastructure
Maintenance and Cleaning Services
Equipment Repair associated with Grounds Operations

•

23.94 FTE

•

Recharge services provided to non-core customers and to core
customers (in excess of SLA service levels) at $40.23/hour plus
direct materials costs.
Premium services provided to non-core customers at an agreedupon level of service and total cost utilizing the hourly rate from
above plus direct materials costs.
Palm Desert, Natural Reserves
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Name of Service:

Utility Distribution/ Mechanical Systems Maintenance

Brief Description of Service:

Utility distribution/mechanical systems maintenance services
provided in support of campus operations.

Web Address

http://facilities.ucr.edu/facilities/facilities.html

Service Level Agreement
Specifics/Requirements of
Service:

Staffing Requirements

Systems support in the following areas• Carpentry
• Electric Shop
• Sheet Metal
• Hardware/Lock Shop
• Fire Alarm Maintenance
• Plumbing Shop
• HVAC
• Security Alarm Maintenance
Service Response Times
• Emergency work responded to immediately (4-8 hours)
• Work required to mitigate imminent threats to research,
instruction, or safety responded to within 2 days
• Work required to ensure continuity of the general
instruction/research mission responded to within 10 days
• Work required to alleviate discomfort or inconvenience
completed within 35 days.
•

18.65 FTE

Recharge Services

None

Premium Services

None

Service Cost Exclusions

Palm Desert, Natural Reserves

Facilities SLA
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Name of Service:
Brief Description of Service:
Web Address

Service Level Agreement
Specifics/Requirements of
Service:

General Maintenance

General maintenance and repair services provided in support of
campus operations.
http://facilities.ucr.edu/facilities/facilities.html
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Abatement/Flooring
Sign Shop
Carpentry
Paint
Electric
Sheet Metal
Hardware/Locks
Fire Alarm Maintenance
Plumbing
HVAC
Security Alarm Maintenance

Service Response Times
• Emergency work responded to immediately (4-8 hours)
• Work required to mitigate imminent threats to research,
instruction, or safety responded to within 2 days
• Work required to ensure continuity of the general
instruction/research mission responded to within 10 days
• Work required to alleviate discomfort or inconvenience
completed within 35 days.
Staffing Requirements

•

16.25 FTE

Recharge Services

None

Premium Services

None

Service Cost Exclusions

Palm Desert, Natural Reserves

Facilities SLA
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Name of Service:

Minor Renovations

Services provided on minor renovation projects (<$50K) and
facility/infrastructure upgrades/improvements and equipment
Brief Description of Service: installations previously funded on a recharge basis in support of
campus operations.
Web Address

Service Level Agreement
Specifics/Requirements of
Service:

http://facilities.ucr.edu/facilities/facilities.html
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Abatement/Flooring
Sign Shop
Carpentry
Paint
Electric
Sheet Metal
Hardware/ Locks
Fire Alarm Maintenance
Plumbing
HVAC
Contract Special Maintenance- Manage special
maintenance contracts with 3rd parties in support of projects

•

Security Alarm Maintenance

Service Response Times
• Work is performed within existing resource allocations
and in conjunction with general and utility distribution
system maintenance services.
Staffing Requirements

•

14.45 FTE

Recharge Services

Recharge services are provided to non-core customers (primarily
in support of campus construction and deferred maintenance
projects) at $82.73/hour plus the cost of directly billable
materials.

Premium Services

None

Service Cost Exclusions

Palm Desert, Natural Reserves

Facilities SLA
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Name of Service:

Compliance & Safety/ Preventive Maintenance

Services provided in compliance with various regulations, for
Brief Description of Service: safety purposes, and according to manufacturers’ specifications
as available within existing resource allocations.
Web Address

Service Level Agreement
Specifics/Requirements of
Service:

http://facilities.ucr.edu/facilities/facilities.html
Services are provided as mandated by applicable
safety/compliance legislation or based on manufacturer
specifications in the following areas• Signs
• Carpentry
• Paint
• Electric
• Sheet Metal
• Hardware/ Locks
• Fire Alarm Maintenance
• Plumbing
• HVAC
• Security Alarm Maintenance
Service Response Times
• Work is performed within existing resource allocations
subject to safety and compliance legislation, and in
conjunction with general and utility distribution system
maintenance services.

Staffing Requirements

•

2.50 FTE

Recharge Services

None

Premium Services

None

Service Cost Exclusions

Palm Desert, Natural Reserves

Facilities SLA
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Name of Service:

Commencement- Event Services

Brief Description of Service:

Commencement/event set-up services provided within existing
resource allocations.

Web Address

http://facilities.ucr.edu/building/special.html

Service Level Agreement
Specifics/Requirements of
Service:

Event support services may include work in the following general
areas:
• Abatement
• Signs
• Carpentry
• Paint
• Electric
• Sheet Metal
• Hardware/Locks
• Plumbing
• HVAC
• Security Alarm Maintenance

Staffing Requirements

•

0.55 FTE

Recharge Services

None

Premium Services

None

Service Cost Exclusions

Palm Desert, Natural Reserves

Facilities SLA
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Name of Service:

Housing Services

General maintenance & repair services, housekeeping and
Brief Description of Service: Dining Services equipment repairs are provided in support of
Housing Services operations.
Web Address

http://housing.ucr.edu/help-desk/request-repair.html
Housing support services may include work in the following
general areas:
• Building Mechanical
• Landscaping
• Housekeeping
• Maintenance
• Access Control

Service Level Agreement
Specifics/Requirements of
Service:

Staffing Requirements

Service Response Times
• Emergency work responded to immediately (4-8 hours)
• Work required to mitigate imminent threats to
residential, dining or safety responded to within 2 days
• Work required to ensure continuity of the general
housing mission responded to within 24 hours
• Work required to alleviate discomfort or inconvenience
completed within 2 days
•

131.00 FTE

Recharge Services

None

Premium Services

None

Service Cost Exclusions

Palm Desert, Natural Reserves

Facilities SLA
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Appendix C: Facility Condition Assessment Template Example

Building Condition Assessment Example

Building:
Year Built:

Remodeled:

Size (SF):

Condition Rating
5 - Failed
4 - Poor
3 - Fair
2 - Good
1 - Excellent

A Substructure

Level 1

Level 2
Group Elements
A10 Foundations

A1020 Special Foundations
A1030 Slab on Grade
A20 Basement Construction
B10 Superstructure

B Shell

B20 Exterior Enclosure

B30 Roofing
C10 Interior Construction

C20 Stairs

C Interiors

Level 3
Individual Elements
A1010 Standard Foundations

C30 Interior Finishes

D10 Conveying

A2010
A2020
B1010
B1020

Basement Excavation
Basement Walls
Floor Construction
Roof Construction

B2010 Exterior Walls
B2020 Exterior Windows
B2030 Exterior Doors
B3010 Roof Coverings
B3020
C1010
C1020
C1030
C2010
C2020

Roof Openings
Partitions
Interior Doors
Fittings
Stair Construction
Stair Finishes

C3010 Wall Finishes
C3020 Floor Finishes
C3030 Ceiling Finishes
D1010 Elevators & Lifts
D1020 Escalators & Moving Walks
D1090 Other Conveying Systems

% Service Life
Remaining
0%
0-40%
41-60%
61-90%
91-100%
Overall
Condition Rating

Description
Asset has failed
Asset is overdue for replacement or requires replacement within 5 years.
Asset is serviceable and in use and will require minor repairs in the near future.
Asset has been in service for more than 5 years and is in good condition.
Asset is new or like new condition.
Condition Description

Deficiencies

Building Condition Assessment Example

Level
1

Level 2
Group Elements
D20 Plumbing

Level 3
Individual Elements
D2010 Plumbing Fixtures
D2020 Domestic Water Distribution
D2030 Sanitary Waste
D2040 Rain Water Drainage

D30 HVAC

D2090 Other Plumbing Systems
D3010 Energy Supply
D3020 Heat Generating Systems
D3030 Cooling Generating Systems
D3040 Distribution Systems
D3050 Terminal & Package Units
D3060 Controls & Instrumentation
D3070 Systems Testing & Balancing

D40 Fire Protection

D3090 Other HVAC Systems &
Equipment
D4010 Sprinklers
D4020 Standpipes
D4030 Fire Protection Specialties
D4090 Other Fire Protection Systems

D50 Electrical

D5010 Electrical Service & Distribution

D Services

D5020 Lighting & Branch Wiring
D5030 Communications & Security
D5090 Other Electrical Systems
E10 Equipment

E1010 Commercial Equipment

F Special Construction E Equipment &
& Demolition
Furnishings

E1020 Institutional Equipment
E1030 Vehicular Equipment
E1090 Other Equipment
E20 Furnishings

E2010 Fixed Furnishings
E2020 Movable Furnishings

F10 Special Construction

F1010 Special Structures
F1020 Integrated Construction
F1030 Special Construction Systems
F1040 Special Facilities
F1050 Special Controls &
Instrumentation

Overall Condition
Rating

Condition Description

Deficiencies

FCA Example 2

HMS Asset Number
Q-CHR-0002

Mechanical Number
ACCH-2

Location CMMS
Floor
HMQROOF

Field
Floor
ROOF

CMMS
Room #

Field Room
#

CMMS Description
Chiller ACCH-2

Field Description
Air Cooled Chiller 1 of 4

Manufacturer
McQuay

Model #
2936A

Serial #
STNU0403000

Approx Age Remaining Life - Est Repair Cost
Yrs
15
5-7
$3,000

Est Replacement Cost
$500,000

Replace
Difficulty
C

Insulation
Condition
D

Paint Condition Case Condition
C

A

Photo File
Q-CHR-0002

Condition
Assessment
3

Priority

Assumptions

3

ALL ON THIS ROOF SAME VINTAGE

Remarks
COULD ONLY ACCESS 3/4 UNITS

Example
CMMS Provided Information
Conflicts with CMMS - Corrected Provided
Insulation, Paint, Case - Condition
A - D, F
A = OK
C = As Expected, Avg
F= Requires Attention, Failed
Costs in 2019 Dollars
Photo File - file name on separate disk(s), name = HMS Asset #
Replacement Difficulty = if replacement were to occur A - D, F
A = Simple C = Avg F = Extensive
Condition Assessment 1 - 5 Rating
1 = Out of Service, Maintenance Deferred, Poor Condtion
2 = Requires Replacement
3 = Requires Significant Repair / Attention
4 = Requires Minor - Moderate Repair, Change in OPS
5 = Maintenance & OPS Adequate
Priority Code
1 = correct a real/potential safety hazard, stop accelerated deterioration*
2 = intermittent operations, rapid deterioration
3 = not yet critical, requires attention
4 = sensible improvement recommendation
5 = no action at this time or near future (1-3 yrs)
* Immediate Notification to HMS

Bldg
Code
A
B
C
D
E
F
H
L
M
P
Q
T
V
W

Building
Gordon Hall
Goldenson
C Bldg
Armenise
TMEC
180 Longwood
160/164 Longwood
641/643 Huntington
LHRRB
Seeley Mudd
HIM
Warren Alpert
Dental Main
Vanderbilt
Countway

